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Abstract 

 
Role of Electron Temperature Control 

in Improved Safety Factor Profile 
Control in a Tokamak 

 

Kim, Hyun-Seok 

Department of Energy System Engineering 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 
 

Advanced operation modes, promising tokamak plasma operation modes 

towards DEMO, can be characterized by a high plasma kinetic pressure, a large 

fraction of self-driven current, and a sufficiently good particle and energy 

confinement in a stationary condition. The advanced operation modes require 

control of plasma profiles to establish and to sustain the enhanced energy 

confinement and the non-inductive current fraction. Especially, the safety factor 

(q) profile control is essential. The advanced inductive operation mode requires 

a flat safety factor profile and the advanced tokamak operation mode requires 

a reversed q profile in the core region. For these reasons, most of the research 

have focused on the development and the improvement of q profile control for 

the advanced operation modes. The dissertation proposes a new way to improve 

the present q profile control methodologies by integrating the q profile control 

with the electron temperature (Te) profile control. The role of Te profile control 

is discovered for the first time which leads to the improvement of control 

performance and control stability in the q profile control. To develop this 
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integrated control algorithm, firstly the property of the q and the Te control 

system is investigated which comes up with the finding that the former to be a 

variable delayed dynamics system and the latter to be a variable exhausted 

dynamics system. Secondly, experimentally relevant plasma response models 

are developed for each profile control. The physics based non-adaptive plasma 

profile control algorithms for q and Te are derived individually with the dual 

assumptions of linearity and time-invariance to develop the experimentally 

relevant plasma profile controller. Thirdly, the two profile controllers are 

integrated. Each profile control algorithm is adjusted by optimizing the 

proportional gain to improve the control. Then, these two control algorithms 

are integrated by introducing weights to consider the actuator sharing. The 

optimized gains and weights are obtained by a control optimization function. 

The control optimized function is defined with two terms; one is to integrate 

the amount of the control error during a control period and the other is to 

integrate the amount of the actuator action during a control period. In order to 

optimize the gains and the weights to design and evaluate the control algorithm 

proposed here, lastly, Plasma Profile Control Simulator (PPCS) has been newly 

developed based on the state-space equation. Background plasmas, control 

targets, and actuators are prepared based on the condition of KSTAR advanced 

operation in order to simulate and to evaluate the integrated control algorithm. 

The control gains and weights are optimized for this KSTAR condition and the 

consequent control simulation exhibits that the integrated plasma profile 

controller is experimentally relevant and robust in terms of the control 

performance. Based on the simulation result the Te profile control is found to 

be essential to improve the q profile control, the most significant conclusion in 

this dissertation work. Two roles of Te profile control are identified in the 

improvement of the q profile control. One is increase of the control performance 

and the other is intensification of the control stabilization in the q profile control. 

The mechanism of the improvement can be understood as follows. Firstly, the 
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contributions from un-controlled inputs such as the ohmic current and the 

bootstrap current to control the q profile are minimized by considering the Te 

profile control. Secondly, the characteristic of the q profile control system is 

changed from a variable dynamic system to an invariable dynamic system by 

including the Te profile control. Therefore, the integrated q profile control with 

the Te control is clearly more promising in increasing the control performance 

and intensifying the control stabilization for the q profile control compared with 

the individual q profile control. This work is envisaged to contribute to 

realization of a stable and effective q profile control system in a Tokamak. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Advanced operation modes in a Tokamak 

 

 Tokamak for nuclear fusion 
 

A nuclear fusion is one of the most promising options for generating large 

amounts of carbon-free energy in the future. Fusion is the process that heats the 

Sun and all other stars, where atomic nuclei collide together and release energy 

in the form of neutrons. A commercial fusion power station will use the energy 

carried by the neutrons to generate electricity. The neutrons will be slowed 

down by a blanket of denser material surrounding the machine, and the heat 

this provides will be converted into steam to rotate turbines and put power on 

to the grid. Figure 1.1 (a) represents illustration of the fusion reaction.  

To get energy from fusion, a gas from a combination of types of hydrogen, 

deuterium and tritium, is heated to very high temperatures which is almost 100 

million degrees Celsius. One way to achieve this condition is a method called 

magnetic confinement. It is for controlling the hot gas, known as a plasma, with 

strong magnets. Figure 1.1 (b) represents illustration of the plasma confined by 

the magnetic field. 

A Tokamak is a device using the magnetic field to confine the plasma in the 

shape of a torus. Achievement of a stable plasma equilibrium requires the 

magnetic field lines that move around the torus in a helical shape. Such a helical  
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of the fusion reaction (a) and illustration of the plasma 
confined by magnetic field (b). Image: EFDA 
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field can be generated by inducing a toroidal field traveling around the torus in 

circles and a poloidal field traveling in circles orthogonal to the toroidal field. 

In a Tokamak, the toroidal field is induced by electromagnets that surround the 

torus, and the poloidal field is the result of a toroidal electric current that flows 

inside the plasma. This current is induced inside the plasma by a second set of 

electromagnets. The Tokamak is one of several types of magnetic confinement 

devices, and it is one of the most researched candidates for producing controlled 

thermonuclear fusion power. Figure 1.2 (a) represents the schematic structure 

of Tokamak.  

For nuclear fusion to be become a commercially viable means of producing 

energy, Tokamak reactors must be capable of operating in a high fusion power 

during the extended period of time, ideally reaching a steady-state operation. 

ITER, the next experimental step for the fusion research, is attempting to show 

the scientific feasibility of such operation, and it must address numerous 

challenges in order to be a success. Figure 1.2 (b) represents a cut-away view 

of the ITER tokamak with revealing the donut-shaped plasma inside of the 

vacuum vessel. 
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Figure 1.2 The schematic magnetic coil and field structure and of Tokamak (a) 
and the cut-away view of the ITER tokamak with revealing the donut-shaped 
plasma inside of the vacuum vessel (b). Image: EFDA 
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 Advanced operation modes for a fusion reactor 
 

The Tokamak operation mode has been developed up to now with passing 

through the three operation regimes. They can be distinguished by the 

efficiency of particle and energy confinement. The first one is the Low 

confinement operation regime called L-mode, the second is the High 

confinement operation regime called H-mode [1-2], and the last is the 

Advanced operation regime called Advanced mode [3-4]. Especially, the 

advanced operation regime is supported by two advanced modes. One is the 

advanced inductive mode and the other is the advanced tokamak mode. In other 

words, the former is called to Hybrid mode and the latter is called to Steady-

state mode. The Advanced inductive mode [5-8] is characterized as the high 

energy confinement to H98(y,2)=1.2~1.4, the high non-inductively driven current, 

and the long-pulse discharge relatively compared to H-mode. The Advanced 

tokamak mode [9-14] is characterized as very high confinement to H98(y,2) >1.4 

with the Internal Transport Barrier (ITB). It pursues fully non-inductive 

operation leading to the steady-state operation of fusion reactor.  

 

 Requirement of advanced operation modes 
 

Before the 1980s, the tokamak was usually operated in the L-mode. The L-

mode discharges help to understand the dynamics of 0-D plasma quantities 

based on the 0-D conservation equations like the magnetic force balance, the 

energy balance, and the particle balance. 0-D quantities are listed up as plasma 
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densities and temperatures, plasma beta, plasma confinement times, etc. On the 

basis of understanding the dynamics of 0-D plasma quantities, in 1983, H-mode 

operation could be developed by controlling them [2]. H-mode discharges gave 

opportunities to explore the dynamics of 1-D plasma profiles. On the basis of 

understanding the dynamics of 1-D plasma profiles, after the entry in the 1990s, 

the advanced mode has been reachable with setting up a suitable spatial 

distribution of the safety factor (q) profile with controlling 1-D plasma profiles. 

Many works have been done to identify and investigate the advanced operation, 

marked by improved confinement, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability, 

and large fraction of non-inductively driven plasma current arising from the 

self-generated bootstrap current. The establishment of such operation mode 

could lead to the steady-state operation and to reduce size and cost for future 

reactors. Note that the advanced inductive operation requires a flat q profile at 

the core region to be suitable for achieving the high β plasma and the advanced 

tokamak operation requires a reversed q profile at the core region to be 

favorable for forming and sustaining ITB. Figure 1.3 represents the relation 

between the advanced operation mode and the shape of q profile. Therefore, 

developing techniques to actively control the evolution of the entire q profile is 

an important issue that has recently begun to receive a great deal of attention. 
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Figure 1.3 The relation of q profile with Tokamak operation mode. The q 
profile of advanced tokamak mode represents in red and yellow colored, that of 
advanced inductive mode in green colored, and that of L-and H-mode in blue 
colored.  
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1.2 Safety factor profile control for advanced operation 
modes 

 

 Status and limitation of present safety factor profile control 
 

As mentioned in the previous section, the q profile control is essential to access 

the advanced modes. In earlier studies, the q profile was controlled in the 

individual q profile control. However, the high plasma beta and high plasma 

confinement is required to achieve the high performance of advanced mode. 

Thus, the q profile has been recently controlled in the q profile control 

integrated with a kinetic plasma quantity control or its profile control like 

plasma beta, plasma density, and plasma temperature. Figure 1.4 represents 

simply the schematic diagram describing the research history of q profile 

control with or without the integrated control in terms of the development of 

Tokamak operation mode. 

The q profile control algorithms can be divided into two groups: those 

created largely from experimental data, and those that depend on limited 

experimental data and are primarily physics based driven. In the non-physics 

based control algorithm, using the data gathered during dedicated experiments, 

system identification techniques can be used to develop linear dynamic models 

of the plasma profile response to various actuators. In the physics based control 

algorithm, it is often necessary to make some approximations and 

simplifications to the physics based response model in order to facilitate control 

design or to close the equations of the model. If these approximations are made 
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carefully, the performance and the flexibility of physics based control algorithm 

to control design can be mostly retained while the complexity of the control 

design can be greatly reduced. 

The non-physics based q profile control algorithm in the individual q profile 

control has been studied in [15-18]. In previous experiments in this area, a real-

time feedback control of the current density (J||) profile was demonstrated. The 

internal inductance parameter (li), a measure of the J|| shape, was controlled 

using Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) on the Tore Supra tokamak [15], 

while feedback control of either q(0, t), q at the magnetic axis of the plasma, or 

qmin(t), the minimum value of q profile, was achieved on the DIII-D tokamak 

[16] by manipulating Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) or Neutral Beam 

Injection (NBI). In both experiments, simple non-physics model based 

proportional control laws were used to control single scalar parameters 

describing some characteristic of J|| profile. Additional works considering non-

physics model based real-time control of J|| profile can be found in [17-18].  

The non-physics based q profile control algorithm in the integrated q profile 

control with the kinetic plasma quantity control has been studied in [19-25]. 

This algorithm has been carried out at JET [19-21], JT-60U, and DIII-D [23-

24]. Also, the non-physics based q profile control simulation has been carried 

out to make a combined magnetic (q) and kinetic (βN) control [25]. It is 

proposed with based on two time-scale model-based profile control and optimal 

control technique. In these results, data-driven models were used to design 

controllers for simultaneously regulating magnetic and kinetic plasma profiles 

around desired references during the flat-top phase of a plasma discharge. 
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Figure 1.4 The schematic diagram describing the research history of q profile 
control.  
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Unfortunately, because the data driven models are linear, they are only valid 

close to the reference scenario used for identification and controllers based on 

them may not perform well when the state of the system moves far from the 

reference. Additionally, dedicated system identification experiments are 

required to apply this approach to new devices or, potentially, to different 

operating scenarios. 

The physics based q profile control algorithm in the individual q profile 

control has been studied in [26-34]. The physics based control models of the 

evolution of the plasma magnetic flux have been developed [26-28] and the 

optimal and the sliding mode techniques are used to design feedback controllers 

in [31-34]. In [29-30], the model developed in [27] was used to determine 

optimal feed forward actuator trajectories for achieving a desired safety factor 

profile, utilizing extremum-seeking and nonlinear programming approaches. 

As mentioned before, the physics based algorithm requires approximations and 

simplifications to the physics based response model. For these reasons, the 

control performance of q profile has not been dramatically increased. 

The physics based q profile control algorithm for the integrated q profile 

control with the kinetic profile control has been studied in [35]. This study has 

been focused on the integrated control of plasma profiles, especially electron 

temperature (Te) profile and q profile. It is the most advanced study for the 

integrated control of Te and q profiles. In this study, the adaptive linearized 

profile response models were proposed for robust real-time active control of 

multiple plasma profiles using multiple actuators to control both Te and q 

profiles adaptively in time. This adaptive q profile control algorithm integrated 
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with the Te profile control produced better control performance of q profile in 

the simulation. However, it is too advanced to implement to the experiment, 

because it requires so many information of plasma profiles and plasma 

equilibrium in real time. There are still many problems awaiting solutions to 

realize the real time adaptive control algorithm in the Tokamak experiment.  

 

 Experimentally relevant safety factor profile control 
 

As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, although the non-physics based control 

algorithm is simple to design a controller, dedicated system identification 

experiments are required to apply this approach to new devices or, potentially, 

to different operating scenarios.  

To avoid the issues associated with identified models, controllers can be 

developed using models driven by a governing equation of q profile dynamics. 

Use of the physics based model allows the control design to incorporate the 

nonlinear coupling of plasma parameters, enabling improved system 

performance and potentially allowing for operation over a much wider range of 

conditions than control schemes based on linear data-driven models. 

Furthermore, by capturing the response of the system to the available actuators, 

such control designs can achieve improved performance without the need for 

extensive trial-and-error tuning. Additionally, physics based controllers can 

potentially be adapted to different scenarios or devices without significant 

changes to the structure of the control law and while avoiding the need for 

dedicated model identification experiments.  
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Additionally, it is better that the adaptive control algorithm is avoided in the 

physics based model. Because it is still difficult to obtain the information of 

plasma profiles and plasma equilibrium in real time in present Tokamak 

experiment. 

For these reasons, in this dissertation work, the physics based non-adaptive 

control algorithm is determined to be proper to the experimentally relevant q 

profile control. 

 

 Actuator sharing in integrated plasma profile control 
 

As we know, the strong nonlinear coupling is existed intrinsically between 

magnetic and kinetic profiles. Therefore, the q profile control integrated with 

the kinetic profile control is inevitable way.  

In this dissertation, the integrated control of q and Te will be treated to 

investigate a role of Te profile control in the q profile control. In order to 

consider the Te profile control in the q profile control, the integration is evitable 

procedure. However, as we know, the actuator is usually limited in the control 

system of Tokamak. If we want to control the several linked plasma quantities 

simultaneously, the problem should be faced how to distribute the control inputs, 

they come from the several controller, to the actuators in the limited resources.  

The ‘integration’ among the controllers is significant in the case of solving 

the actuator sharing. Note that the term ‘integration’ means that not only several 

plasma quantities are controlled simultaneously but also the control system 

shares the actuators. If the actuators are not shared, it is just the ‘multiple’ or 
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the ‘combined’, not ‘integration’. For example, the shape control by several PF 

coil current controllers is the multiple controller, not the integrated control. On 

the other hand, the control between Te and q profiles is the integrated controller 

because the actuators are shared each other. 

Both controllers of Te profile and of q profile share the actuators. EC and 

NB will be are utilized as the actuators in this work. These H&CD sources are 

produced simultaneously the heat source density for the dynamics of Te profile 

as well as the non-inductive current density for the dynamics of q profile. That 

is, the H&CD actuators affect the dynamics of both Te profile and q profile. 

Therefore, the actuator should be shared effectively by the Te profile controller 

as well as the q profile controller to increase the control performance.  

 

 Possible role of electron temperature control to improve 
safety factor control 

 

The previous studies have focused only that the necessity of kinetic plasma 

quantity control is for achieving and sustaining the high β plasma as referred in 

[25, 35]. That is, the relation between the kinetic profile and the q profile has 

not been precisely investigated in these works. They seemed to overlook the 

contribution of kinetic profile control to the q profile control.  

However, it is an undeniable truth that the dynamics of q profile is 

nonlinearly coupled with the dynamics of kinetic profile like the plasma density 

and temperature profiles. Therefore, it is clear that the q profile control would 

be affected by the dynamics of kinetic profile. Besides, the dynamics of q 
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profile is shared the H&CD sources with the dynamics of kinetic profile. In 

other word, the q profile control has to be considered not only the response of 

H&CD sources but also the response of kinetic profile also handled by H&CD 

sources. 

For these reasons, there is possibility that the kinetic profile control can 

improve the q profile control. In this dissertation, with focusing on the Te profile 

as one of the kinetic profiles, a role of Te profile control in the q profile control 

will be clarify, which it leads to new perspective necessity of Te profile control 

in the q profile control.  
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1.3 Objectives of research 

 

As mentioned in the previous section, the achievement of advanced operation 

requires of q profile control. Most of research have focused on not only the 

individual control of q profile but also the integrated control of magnetic and 

kinetic profiles. Nevertheless, the control performance of q profile is not been 

dramatically increased.  

In a Tokamak, most of plasma quantities are connected strongly each other. 

That is, when a plasma quantity is controlled, the other is affected by this. 

Therefore, if we want to control two plasma quantities linked each other, the 

integrated control can be the best way. Recently the integrated control between 

q profile and Te profile has been studied as mentioned in Section 1.2.1. 

Unfortunately, it is not only hard to implement to the experiment but also only 

focused on the integration itself between plasma quantities. In previous works, 

the Te profile control or the gradient Te profile control is required mainly for 

achieving the high β plasma or forming and sustaining the ITB. There were not 

any integrated controls to consider and to figure out the relation between the q 

profile and the Te profile.  

Therefore, in this dissertation, two research purposes are drawn. The first is 

to establish a role of Te profile control in the improved q profile control. The 

new perspective necessity of the Te profile control will be suggested in the view 

of reinforcing the q profile control. The second is how to make the integrated 

controller of q and Te profiles to implement easily to the experiment. It is 

fulfilled by developing the physics based non-adaptive control algorithm, as not 
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the adaptive one in [35]. The integration between plasma profile controllers 

requires to solve the problem of actuator sharing. It will be handled effectively 

to adjust different control demands for an actuator. These are the significance 

of this research.  
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1.4 Outline of this dissertation 

 

The integrated plasma profile control of q and Te should be developed to clarify 

the role of Te profile control for the improved q profile control. In order to 

develop the integrated plasma profile controller, firstly, the Te profile controller 

and the q profile controller are developed individually under the physics based 

control algorithm with linearization and time invariance. Secondly, the 

individual controller developed here are integrated on the basis of integrated 

plasma profile control algorithm. The integrated plasma profile control 

algorithm utilizes the optimal control concept to secure the control performance. 

The optimized conditions of controller are evaluated with the control 

optimization function defined newly in this work. Thirdly, the control 

simulation is carried out using the Plasma Profile Control Simulator (PPCS) 

embedded with the integrated plasma profile controller. PPCS is the new 

developed plasma profile control simulator to design the plasma profile 

controller effectively, to evaluate the developed integrated plasma profile 

controller rapidly, and to simulate the dynamics of q and Te profiles. PPCS is 

done the verification with CRONOS [36] to secure the reliability of it. All of 

the profile control simulation is on the condition of KSTAR plasma. This work 

flow is presented simply in Figure 1.5. 

In chapter 2, the detailed research method will be described. Firstly it will 

be explained the characteristic of plasma profile control system on q and Te. 

Also, the linearized profile control response algorithms are developed for each 

profile control system which will be the experimentally relevant plasma profile 
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controller derived by the physics based non-adaptive response model. Then, it 

will be taken into account the optimization method for developing effective 

plasma profile controller. Finally, the development procedure of Plasma Profile 

Control Simulator (PPCS) is described. 

In chapter 3, the development process of optimized physics based non-

adaptive integrated plasma profile controller will be described step by step. 

Firstly the experimentally relevant, so called non-adaptive, plasma profile 

controller derived in Chapter 2 are optimized individually by introducing the 

proportional gains. Finally, the integrated plasma profile controller of q and Te 

is effectively established by adopting the weights between two controllers.  

Chapter 4 devotes the discussion. In this chapter, roles of Te profile control 

are established in the improved q profile control with explaining its physics 

mechanism. They are investigated with the optimized/un-optimized q profile 

controller and with/without the Te profile controller in the integrated plasma 

profile control simulation. This simulation is carried out by using PPCS.  

Chapter 5, a conclusion of this dissertation and the contribution to the 

research area of effective q profile control are given.  
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Figure 1.5 The schematic diagram of research flow to develop the integrated 
control of q and Te profiles. 
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Chapter 2.                                 

Methodology of Safety Factor Profile Control 

Integrated With Electron Temperature Control 

 

2.1 Characterization of plasma profile control system of 
safety factor and electron temperature 

 

 Integrated plasma profile control flow 
 

Figure 2.1 shows the plasma profile control flow for the Te and q profiles. There 

are two feedback control loops. The red colored line represents the feedback 

control loop of q profile and the black colored line represents the feedback 

control loop of Te profile. The feedback control loop of Te profile is formed the 

inner loop and the feedback control loop of q profile is formed the outer loop. 

These two feedback control loops share the actuator and are connected through 

the linking plant. The plasma profile control system consists of two controllers, 

two plants, and the actuator. They are necessary elements to describe the profile 

control dynamics of Te and q.  

The plasma profile controller proposed in this work is derived from the 

physics response model. Unfortunately, there is not a first principle equation 

describing the dynamics and the radial distribution of Te and q profiles together. 

Hence, each profile controller should be designed individually by its own 
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physics based model. Accordingly, two controllers are prepared separately in 

the plasma profile control system. The controllers are consisted of three parts. 

The first is the pseudo inversed system response matrix represented as Mq and 

MTe in Figure 2.1, which is obtained from the first principle equation by the 

linearization. This matrix is calculated at the state to produce the non-adaptive 

control model. The state pointed here represents the characteristic of plasma, 

e.g. H-mode plasma discharge. The second is the proportional gain represented 

as gq and gTe. It is required to establish the effective plasma profile control 

against the physics based profile control model. The third is the weights 

represented as αTe and βq. It is for the integration of two plasma profile 

controllers by converging effectively the different control inputs to the single 

control input to solve the problem of actuator sharing in the integrated control 

system. The details describing the development procedures of plasma profile 

controllers will be explained in Chapter 3. 

The actuator in the plasma profile control system represents the heating and 

current drive (H&CD) system in Tokamak, e.g. the neutral beam injection (NBI) 

H&CD system, the electron cyclotron (EC) H&CD system, the ion cyclotron 

(IC) H&CD system, and the lower hybrid (LH) H&CD system. Note that each 

actuator produces intrinsically two channels of sources which are the heat 

source and the current drive source. Therefore, one actuator can make an 

influence to two different states. In order to utilize this characteristic of actuator, 

firstly, the actuator should be shared by the different controllers in the plasma 

profile control system. Secondly, the signal line converged in the plasma profile 

controller is diverged again to two control inputs by the actuator as represented  
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Figure 2.1 The plasma profile control flow of q and Te. The red colored line 

represents the feedback control loop of q profile and the black colored line 

represents the feedback control loop of Te profile. 
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in Figure 2.1. One divided signal line uTe as the control input is linked to the Te 

plant, and the other one uq as the control input is linked to the q plant. In this 

work, NBI and EC are utilized for the actuator. The details of actuator adopted 

here will be explained in Section 3.1.2. 

The plant are composed of three elements in the plasma profile control 

system, the q plant, the Te plant, and the linking plant. The plant is necessary 

element in the plasma profile control system to describe the dynamics and the 

radial distribution of plasma profile influenced by the control input delivered 

from the actuator. Note that there is a linking plant to transfer the signal from 

the Te plant to the q plant in the plasma profile control system. The linking plant 

related with the Te plant provides the additional control input to make an 

influence to the dynamics and the radial distribution of q profile. 

 

 Characteristic of plasma profile control system 
 

The governing equations of the electron heat transport and the poloidal 

magnetic flux (ψ) diffusion are as follows: 
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where ψ  is the poloidal magnetic flux, Qe  the total electron heat source 

density, jni the non-inductive current density, ρ the toroidal magnetic flux, 

ρm  the toroidal magnetic flux at the last closed flux surface, and x  the 

normalized toroidal magnetic flux. The q profile can be calculated from the ψ 

profile using the equation q=1/2π dφ/dψ, where φ is the toroidal magnetic flux.  

The characteristic coefficient is the heat conductivity χe  in the electron 

heat transport equation (1) to determine the dynamics of Te profile. χe  is 

presented approximately the inversed proportional trend to the thermal energy 

confinement time like χe ∝
λ2

τE,th
. The thermal energy confinement time is 

proportional to the power loss to the seperatrix Pl expressed as τE,IPB98(y,2) ∝

Pl−0.69 . Therefore the characteristic coefficient χe  is changed with the 

variation of injected power. The Te profile control system can be so called the 

variable dynamic system (VDS) affected by the control input. 

In the governing equation (2) to describe the dynamics of q profile, the 

characteristic coefficient is the current conductivity σ∥. It is also determined 

the dynamics of plasma current profile and q profile. σ∥  is presented 

approximately the proportional trend to the electron temperature like σ∥ ∝

Te3/2

ne
. That is, the characteristic coefficient σ∥ is changed with the variation of 

Te. It is eventually affected by the variation of injected power. Hence, the q 

profile control system is also the variable dynamics system (VDS) against the 

control input.  
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2.2 Derivation of experimentally relevant plasma profile 
response model 

 

In our work, we do not derive a physics model describing the integrated 

dynamics of Te and q profiles together. Each system would be handled 

individually by its own physics model. Accordingly, the two controllers should 

be operated for each system.  

In this section, the plasma profile controllers of Te and q are developed using 

the physics based non-adaptive control algorithm. In real experiment, Te and q 

profile responses are neither linear nor time-invariant, since the characteristic 

coefficients determining the radial distribution of Te and q, e.g. electron heat 

conductivity χe and current conductivity σ, will change in time with the changes 

of H&CD power. However, the primary motivation in the dissertation is to 

avoid the complexity of implementing the controller to the experiment. 

Therefore, the system response models are derived with the dual assumptions 

of linearity and time-invariance. They are generally used for simple 

identification of a system to be controlled. 

Furthermore, several additional assumptions is used, which they can further 

simplify the models and allow them to be inverted. The dependence of the alpha 

particle self-heating on the ion temperature profile evolution, influence of the 

electron–ion equipartition power change and confinement degradation with 

additional H&CD power are not explicitly included in deriving Te profile 

response model. The dependence of the self-generating bootstrap current on the 

pressure profile change and the diffusion of the plasma current are not included 
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in deriving q profile response model. In this work, H&CD systems using EC 

and NB are assumed as the actuators, but the variable launching conditions for 

H&CD systems are not considered.  

The procedures to develop the plasma profile controller of Te and q can be 

summarized simply as follows. Firstly, the Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system 

response matrix is derived from the related governing equation. Secondly, the 

pseudo-inverse matrix is calculated from the LTI system response matrix by 

using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method. This obtained pseudo-

inverse matrix can be treated to the profile controller. The designed controller 

treats the multiple H&CD sources as the multiple control input and the multiple 

radial positions as the multiple control output. Note that the physics based 

system response models of Te and q profile are derived in the same way referred 

in [35], but adopted here the non-adaptive control algorithm. 

 

 Safety factor profile physics based control response model 
 

The q profile response is derived by directly relating it to the changes in the 

source current density profiles, therefore without solving the current diffusion 

equation. The q profile [36] is given by 

 

q = −V′F〈1/R2〉
4π2

�∂ψ
∂ρ
�
−1

,  (3) 

 

where ψ is the poloidal magnetic flux (Tm2), F is the diamagnetic function 
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(Tm) and 〈1/R2〉 is a geometric coefficient averaged on the magnetic flux 

surface.  

The plasma current density (Am−2) profile averaged on the magnetic flux 

surface [36] is given by 

 

jpl = − 1
µ0V′〈1/R〉

∂
∂ρ
�V′〈|∇ρ|2/R2〉 ∂ψ

∂ρ
�,  (4) 

 

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability (TmA−1) and 〈|∇ρ|2/R2〉 and 〈1/R〉 

are geometric coefficients. Integrating this equation along the radial coordinate 

ρ and inserting it into equation (3), the following equation is given by  

 

q = − B1
∫ B2jpl
ρ
0 dρ

,  (5) 

 

where B1(ρ, tr) = V′2F〈1/R2〉〈|∇ρ|2/R2〉
4π2µ0

 and B2(ρ, tr) = V′〈1/R〉.  

The plasma current density consisted of inductive and non-inductive 

currents is given by jpl = jbs + johm + jEC + jNB. The bootstrap current jbs 

and the ohmic current johm are assumed for simplicity to be non-time-varying. 

The radial profile shapes of the driven currents are assumed to be non-time-

varying for given launching conditions, and each current source is expressed as 

a product of two factors, the H&CD power Pidx(t) and normalized current 

density profile ȷê,idx(ρ, tr), where idx ∈ {EC, NB}. The plasma current density 

profile can then be rewritten as  
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jpl(ρ, t) = ∑ Pidx(t)idx ȷê,idx(ρ, tr) + jbs(ρ, tr) + johm(ρ, tr).   

 

Inserting this into equation (5), Equation (6) is given by 

 

q(ρ, t) = − B1(ρ,tr)
B3(ρ,tr)+∑ Bidx(ρ,tr)Pidx(t)idx

 for idx ∈ {EC, NB}, (6) 

 

where B3(ρ, tr) = ∫ B2(ρ, tr)[jbs(ρ, tr) + johm(ρ, tr)]ρ
0 dρ and 

Bidx(ρ, tr) = ∫ B2(ρ, tr)ȷîdx(ρ, tr)ρ
0 dρ. 

 

The q profile response ∆q(ρ, t) to the power changes in H&CD systems 

∆Pidx(t) is then given by 

 

∆q(ρ, t) = ∑ Cq,idx(ρ, tr)idx ∆Pidx(t) for idx ∈ {EC, NB}, (7) 

 

where Cq,idx(ρ, tr) = −B1(ρ,tr)
B4(ρ,tr) Bidx(ρ, tr) and  

B4(ρ, tr) = �B3(ρ, tr) + ∑ Pidx(tr)idx Bidx(ρ, tr)�2.  

 

This relation shows that given a desired change in the q profile 

∆qdesired(ρ, t), an approximation ∆qapprox.(ρ, t) can be achieved again by 

linearly combining several auxiliary H&CD power changes ∆Pidx(t) for a 

given q profile response Cq,idx(ρ, tr) in order to minimize the approximation 

error norm, i.e. 
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min�∆qdesired(ρ, t) − ∆qapprox.(ρ, t)�.  

 

The q profile can be controlled using the incremental q profile response 

model. For example, assuming five radial control locations, we can construct a 

matrix relation such as 
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Simplifying this relation using matrix and vector notations, ∆q = Cq∆P is 

prepared. The required auxiliary H&CD power changes are then obtained by 

solving ∆P = Cq+∆q, where the integral gain of the q profile control loop is 

Cq+/Ts. Cq+ ≡ Vq∑q+Uq
∗  is the pseudo-inverse matrix of Cq ≡ Uq∑qVq∗ and Ts 

is the control interval time. To calculate the pseudo-inverse matrix, the singular 

value decomposition (SVD) technique is used.  

 

 Electron temperature profile physics based control response 
model 

 

The electron temperature profile response model is derived by simplifying the 

electron heat transport equation. The electron heat transport equation [36] is 
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given by  

 

3
2
∂
∂t
�PeV′53�+ V′23 ∂

∂ρ
[V′〈|∇ρ|2〉(qe + λTeγe)] = V′53Qe,  (8) 

 

where Te, Pe and Qe are, respectively, the local electron temperature (eV), 

pressure (Nm−2) and heat source (Wm−3). qe  and γe  are, respectively, 

electron heat flux (Wm−2) and particle flux (m−2s−1). The electron heat flux is 

calculated with qe = −χene(∂Te/ ∂ρ) − Peve
q , where χe , ne  and ve

q  are, 

respectively, the electron heat conductivity (m2s−1), density (m−3) and 

convective speed (ms−1). V′ is the derivative plasma volume element, dV/dρ, 

and 〈|∇ρ|2〉 is a geometric coefficient averaged on the magnetic flux surface. 

λ is a parameter to take into account the contribution of the particle flux. The 

radial coordinate is defined to the toroidal magnetic flux coordinate by ρ =

�Φ/πB0, where Φ and B0 are, respectively, the toroidal magnetic flux (Tm2) 

inside a flux surface and the magnetic field (T) on the geometric axis. 

To simplify this equation, the dual assumption of local linearity and time-

invariance has been applied. Firstly, assuming a stationary state, no electron 

particle flux and zero electron heat convective speed, and leaving only the 

diffusion of heat as a dominant transport mechanism, the electron heat transport 

equation is simplified as 

 

∂
∂ρ
�V′〈|∇ρ|2〉 �−χene

∂Te
∂ρ
�� = V′Qe.  (9) 
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Integrating this equation twice along the radial coordinate ρ, the following 

equation is derived, 

 

Te(ρ, t) − Te(ρmax, t) = ∫ � 1
V′〈|∇ρ|2〉χene

∫ V′Qe
ρ
0 dρ�ρmax

ρ dρ.  (10) 

 

Secondly, the electron heat source is given by Qe = Qe,EC + Qe,NB + Qe,etc, 

where Qe.idx is the electron heat source provided by EC and NB H&CD as 

idx ∈ {EC, NB} which are utilized to the actuators in this work. Qe,etc is the 

sum of the other electron heat sources including ohmic heating, radiative loss, 

neoclassical source term and electron–ion equipartition power. The latter is 

assumed for simplicity to be non-time-varying and therefore does not include 

its temporal dependence on the plasma profile changes. This constraint can be 

relaxed either by adequately modelling the response of Qe,etc to the change in 

the total actuator power or by introducing more actuators, e.g. the loop voltage. 

The source terms associated with actuators are further assumed to be expressed 

as a product of two factors, time-varying power Pidx(t) and normalized radial 

profile Q�e,idx(ρ, tr) which is non-time-varying for given launching conditions. 

tr denotes the reference time. The electron heat source profile can then be 

rewritten as 

 

Qe(ρ, t) = ∑ Pidx(t)idx Q�e,idx(ρ, tr).   
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Inserting this into equation (9), the electron temperature profile response 

∆Te(ρ, t)  to the power changes in auxiliary H&CD systems ∆Pidx(t)  is 

finally given by 

 

∆Te(ρ, t) = ∑ Ce,idx(ρ, tr)idx ∆Pidx(t) for idx ∈ {EC, NB}, (11) 

 

where the small variation of edge temperature ∆Te(ρmax, t) is neglected and 

 

Ce,idx(ρ, tr) = ∫ � 1
V′〈|∇ρ|2〉χene

∫ V′Q�e,idx(ρ, tr)ρ
0 dρ�ρmax

ρ dρ.  

 

This relation shows that given a desired change in the electron temperature 

profile ∆Tedesired(ρ, t), an approximation ∆Te
approx.(ρ, t) can be achieved by 

linearly combining several auxiliary H&CD power changes ∆Pidx(t) for a 

given electron temperature profile response Ce,idx(ρ, tr) in order to minimize 

the approximation error norm, i.e. 

 

min�∆Tedesired(ρ, t) − ∆Te
approx.(ρ, t)�.  

 

The electron temperature profile can be controlled using the incremental 

electron temperature profile response model. For example, assuming five radial 

control locations, we can construct a matrix relation such as 
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⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡∆Te�ρe,1�
∆Te�ρe,2�
∆Te�ρe,3�
∆Te�ρe,4�
∆Te�ρe,5�⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

=

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡Ce,EC�ρe,1� Ce,NB�ρe,1�
Ce,EC�ρe,2� Ce,NB�ρe,2�
Ce,EC�ρe,3� Ce,NB�ρe,3�
Ce,EC�ρe,4� Ce,NB�ρe,4�
Ce,EC�ρe,5� Ce,NB�ρe,5�⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

�∆PEC
∆PNB

�.  

 

Simplifying this relation using matrix and vector notations, ∆Te = Ce∆P is 

prepared. The required auxiliary H&CD power changes are then obtained by 

solving ∆P = Ce+∆Te , where the integral gain of the electron temperature 

profile control loop is Ce+/Ts. Ce+ ≡ Ve∑e+Ue
∗ is the pseudo-inverse matrix of 

Ce ≡ Ue∑eVe∗ and Ts is the control interval time. To calculate the pseudo-

inverse matrix, the singular value decomposition (SVD) technique is used. 
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2.3 Integrated safety factor and electron temperature 
profile control algorithm with optimization 

 

 Necessity of optimization for optimization 
 

Generally the optimization is a necessary process to control the plasma 

effectively. Note that the profile controllers proposed in this work are a kind of 

bang-bang controller [37] because they are derived from the physics based 

response models. Hence, it is usually expected that the target can be reached in 

just one control step, because the physics based response models MTe and Mq 

produce the exact requiring control input to reach the target within one control 

interval. However, both q and Te profile controls cannot reach the target 

effectively when the physics based plasma profile control models are applied. 

Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 show the plasma profile controls applied the physics 

based control model MTe and Mq with the multiplication.  

Figure 2.2 represents the dynamics of Te against the control input. In Te 

profile control, even though the Te profile controller is designed to 1.7 times of 

control input calculated from MTe, the target could not be caught in a control 

step. However, the control performance applying the higher control input is 

obviously better than that with applying the control input calculated by the 

physics based control model. Therefore, the Te profile control system can be 

defined as the exhausted dynamic system (EDS).  

Figure 2.3 represents the dynamics of q against the control input. In contrast 

with the case of Te profile control, even though the q profile controller is  
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Figure 2.2 The dynamics of Te against the control input with the dynamics of 
Te at ρφ=0.2 in keV (a), the summation of Te error in keV (b), and the power 
changes as the control input in MW (c). The red line presents the condition of 
proportional gain 1.7 and the blue line presents the condition of one 1.0. 
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Figure 2.3 The dynamics of q against the control input with the dynamics of q 
at ρφ=0.3 (a), the summation of q error (b), and the power changes as the control 
input in MW (c). The orange line presents the condition of proportional gain 
0.6, the red line presents the condition of one 1.0, and the blue line presents the 
condition of one 0.2. 
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designed to 0.6 times of control input calculated from Mq, the target could not 

be caught in a control step. Furthermore, the q profile control system exhibits 

the oscillated unstable even with the less control input against Mq. When the 

control input is manipulated to 0.2 times of Mq, the q profile control system 

presents the oscillated stable. It is because the time scale of current diffusion is 

relatively longer than the control interval time. In the plasma state, the time 

scale of current diffusion is a few seconds, instead of the control interval time 

is 0.5 s. Therefore, the q profile control system can be defined as the delayed 

dynamic system (DDS). 

Therefore, although the controller is come from the physics based response 

model, it is required to be optimized with the proper multiplication to control 

in the stable regime as well as to enhance the control performance. In this 

dissertation, the multiplication is called to the proportional gain, which it is to 

tune the control input calculated by the physics based control model.  

Additionally, the other causes why the optimization is required can be 

figured out in the characteristics of plasma profile dynamics in the physical 

point of view. As explained in Section 2.1.2, the plasma profile control system 

represents the variable dynamics system (VDS) on the dynamics of q and Te 

profiles. The variable dynamics system can be controlled effectively with the 

adaptive control algorithm. However, in this dissertation, the non-adaptive 

control algorithm would be applied to control the plasma profile. It is to develop 

the plasma profile control algorithm to implement easily to the experiment. 

Therefore, the optimization of physics based non-adaptive control algorithm is 

carried out to secure the effective control by introducing and manipulating the 
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multiplication which can be called as the proportional gain.  

In summary, the Te profile control system can be characterized as EDS and 

VDS and the q profile control system can be characterized as DDS and VDS. 

In this work, the optimization is a necessary procedure to secure the control 

performance effectively under the physics based non-adaptive control 

algorithm, instead of applying the adaptive control algorithm.  

 

 Control optimization function, J 
 

For the effective plasma profile controller under the physics based non-adaptive 

control algorithm, the concept of optimization control is adopted with defining 

the figure of merit 𝐽𝐽 which is represents the so-called control optimization 

function. The figure of merit 𝐽𝐽 for the plasma profile control is defined as 

follows: 

 

𝐽𝐽 ≡ 𝐽𝐽err + 𝐽𝐽pw = ∫ |XT−X(t)|
XT

tf
ti

dt + ∫ |U(tf)−U(t)|
U(tf)

tf
ti

dt,  (12) 

 

where X, XT, and U are the control variables like q or Te, the control target 

of q or Te, and the control inputs like PEC or PNB, respectively. Also ti and tf 

are the initial and the final time of the control period, respectively.  

The control optimization function is composed of two elements. One is the 

control performance function 𝐽𝐽err integrating the amount of the control error 

during a control period, the other is the control power function 𝐽𝐽pw integrating 

the amount of the actuator action during a control period.  
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The amount of the control error in 𝐽𝐽err  is calculated by the absolute 

deviation between the control target XT and the variation of control variable 

in time X(t). The amount of the actuator action in 𝐽𝐽pw is calculated by the 

absolute deviation between the control input at the end of the control period 

U(tf) and the variation of control input in time U(t). It is worthy to mention 

again that the deviations in 𝐽𝐽pw  is calculated with based on U(tf) not on 

U(ti). The controls of Te and q profile are the irreversible control system. It 

means that the control input should induce continuously to keep a constant of 

the control variable. In this case, if U(ti) is selected to calculate the deviation 

of control input, 𝐽𝐽pw is only implied the view how much the control input is 

induced during the control period. However, 𝐽𝐽pw  should imply necessarily 

how fast the saturated control input is reached. It can be calculated 

appropriately by using U(tf). Therefore, the deviations in 𝐽𝐽pw is calculated 

with based on U(tf). 

In the functions of 𝐽𝐽err and 𝐽𝐽pw, the absolute deviations are normalized by 

their representative values. The representative values of 𝐽𝐽err and 𝐽𝐽pw are the 

control target XT and the control input at the end of the control period U(tf), 

respectively. From this, 𝐽𝐽err  can be compared with 𝐽𝐽pw  in terms of the 

normalized unit to avoid the biased analysis.  

To find minimum of 𝐽𝐽 proposes the optimal values of proportional gains 

and weights to secure the effective control under optimization when the physics 

based non-adaptive control algorithm. Note that both 𝐽𝐽err and 𝐽𝐽pw are the 

function of proportional gain and weights. If the proportional gain increases, 

𝐽𝐽err decreases but 𝐽𝐽pw increases normally. If the proportional gain decreases, 
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𝐽𝐽err increases but 𝐽𝐽pw decreases. Therefore, the optimal proportional gains for 

each controller can be described by min�𝐽𝐽Te�gTe�� and min�𝐽𝐽q�gq��. Also, the 

variation of weights have the same effect as the variation of proportional gains. 

So it makes the variation of integrated optimization function 𝐽𝐽inte =

𝐽𝐽Te�αTe�+𝐽𝐽q�βq�. Therefore, multiple controller can be integrated effectively 

by weights and described by min�𝐽𝐽inte�αTe ,βq��. 

 

 Integrated plasma profile control algorithm 
 

In this work, the control algorithms developed separately are integrated into a 

single control algorithm to consider the q profile control with the Te profile 

control together. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the integration of two plasma 

profile controllers implies converging effectively the different control inputs to 

the single control input. It is the process to compromise effectively various 

control inputs among the independent controllers. It is required necessarily to 

solve the problem of actuator sharing in the integrated control system. 

Additionally, as mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the physics based non-adaptive 

control algorithm developed in this work requires the optimization to secure the 

improvement of control performance and control stability.  

In this section, therefore, the optimization algorithm of integrated plasma 

profile control is proposed as follows, 

  

 Firstly, each plasma profile controller is prepared by deriving from 

the physics based non-adaptive response model, MTe and Mq. 
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 Secondly, each controller is optimized individually by obtaining 

the optimal condition of proportional gain, gTe and gq. 

 Thirdly, integrated controller is optimized by obtaining the optimal 

condition of weights, αTe and βq, under the optimal proportional 

gains.  

 

Even though the proposed optimization algorithm includes the preparation 

of optimized physics based non-adaptive control model, it is just a prior 

procedure for leading to the effective integration between the q profile control 

and the Te profile control. In other word, Te and q profile responses are 

appropriately weighted to avoid a biased result on one or other of the profile 

controls. In brief, it can be expressed eventually that the proposed optimization 

algorithm is to obtain the weights between two controllers. 

The matrix form of integrated plasma profile control can be expressed using 

physics based system response matrixes and introducing the weights as follows,  

 

�
αTe∆Te
βq∆q � = �

αTeCe
βqCq

� [∆P],  (13) 

 

where αTe and βq are the weights, ∆Te and ∆q are the control errors in the Te 

and q profile feedback controls, ∆P is the incremental control input, Ce is the 

physics based non-adaptive response model of Te profile and Cq is the physics 

based non-adaptive response model of q profile. The derivations of Ce and Cq 

are explained in Section 2.2.  
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The required auxiliary H&CD power changes as the control input can be 

obtained by solving  

 

[∆P] = �
αTeCe
βqCq

�
+

�
gTe 0
0 gq

� �
αTe∆Te
βq∆q �,  (14) 

 

and then new auxiliary H&CD powers are computed by adding these power 

changes to the power obtained in the previous control step.  

In order to optimize the individual physics based non-adaptive control 

model as mentioned before, the multiplications gTe and gq are prepared in 

Equation (14). They are the proportional gains working to Te profile control and 

q profile control, respectively.  

The best control performances in q and Te profile controls can be expected 

with the optimal condition of weights and proportional gains. 
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2.4 Development of plasma profile control simulator 
(PPCS) for fast simulations to optimize control 
algorithm 

 

In this dissertation, a tool called Plasma Profile Control Simulator (PPCS) is 

developed based on the state-space equation. PPCS can simulate the dynamics 

of Te profile and q profile quickly and precisely, which it is useful to optimize 

the plasma profile control algorithm.  

 

 Derivation of state-space equation for PPCS 
 

The governing equations of the electron heat transport and the poloidal 

magnetic flux (ψ) diffusion are mentioned before in the equation (1) and (2), 

respectively in Section 2.1.2. The equation (1) and (2) are the second order 

partial differential equations in time and space. However, the state-space 

equation describing the dynamics of system should be the ordinary differential 

equation. Here the transformation process from the partial differential equation 

to the ordinary differential equation is exhibited for each system step by step.  

From the equation (1), the equation of electron heat transport can be 

arranged simply as follow: 

 

a ∂Te
∂t

+ b ∂2Te
∂ρ2

+ c ∂Te
∂ρ

= dQe,  
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where a = 3
2

neV′ , b = �V′〈|∇ρ|2〉(−χene)� , c = ∂
∂ρ
�V′〈|∇ρ|2〉(−χene)� , 

and d = V′ . The second order central difference method is applied for the 

special discretization in the electron heat transport equation. Then it is given by  

 

Tėi = ai′
Tei+1−2Tei+Tei−1

(δρ)2 + bi′
Tei+1−Tei−1

2(δρ) + di′Qei  

  = ai
′

(δρ)2 Tei+1 −
2ai

′

(δρ)2 Tei + ai
′

(δρ)2 Tei−1 + bi
′

2(δρ) Tei+1 −
bi
′

2(δρ) Tei−1 + di′Qei  

  = � ai
′

(δρ)2 −
bi
′

2(δρ)�Tei−1 + �− 2ai
′

(δρ)2�Tei + � ai
′

(δρ)2 + bi
′

2(δρ)�Tei+1 + di′Qei,  

 

where a′ = −b
a
 , b′ = − c

a
 , and d′ = d

a
. And i represents the radial grid 

number index. The previous equation can be simply expressed again as follow: 

 

Teı̇ = ai∗Tei−1 + bi∗Tei + ci∗Tei+1 + di∗Qei, (15) 

 

where ai∗ = � ai
′

(δρ)2 −
bi
′

2(δρ)�, bi∗ = �− 2ai
′

(δρ)2�, ci∗ = � ai
′

(δρ)2 + bi
′

2(δρ)�, and di∗ = di′.  

This procedures are conducted to the equation (2) in the same way. The 

equation of poloidal magnetic flux diffusion can be arranged simply as follow: 

 

a ∂ψ
∂t

+ b ∂2ψ
∂x2

+ c ∂ψ
∂x

= djni,  
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where a = 1, b = −
〈|∇ρ|2

R2
〉

µ0σ∥ρm2 〈
1
R2
〉
, c = −�

〈|∇ρ|2

R2
〉

µ0σ∥ρm2 〈
1
R2
〉
∂
∂x
�ln�

V′〈|∇ρ|2

R2
〉

F
��+ x

ρm

dρm
dt
�, 

and d = B0
σ∥F〈

1
R2
〉
. The second order central difference method is also applied for 

the special discretization in the poloidal magnetic flux diffusion equation. Then 

it is given by  

 

ψ̇i = ai′
ψi+1−2ψi+ψi−1

(δρ)2 + bi′
ψi+1−ψi−1

2(δρ) + di′jnii  

  = ai
′

(δρ)2 ψi+1 −
2ai

′

(δρ)2 ψi + ai
′

(δρ)2 ψi−1 + bi
′

2(δρ)ψi+1 −
bi
′

2(δρ)ψi−1 + di′jnii  

  = � ai
′

(δρ)2 −
bi
′

2(δρ)�ψi−1 + �− 2ai
′

(δρ)2�ψi + � ai
′

(δρ)2 + bi
′

2(δρ)�ψi+1 + di′jnii,  

 

where a′ = −b
a
, b′ = − c

a
, and d′ = d

a
. It can be simply expressed again as 

follow: 

 

ψı̇ = ai∗ψi−1 + bi∗ψi + ci∗ψi+1 + di∗jnii, (16) 

  

where ai∗ = � ai
′

(δρ)2 −
bi
′

2(δρ)�,bi∗ = �− 2ai
′

(δρ)2�, ci∗ = � ai
′

(δρ)2 + bi
′

2(δρ)�, and di∗ = di′.  

 

The boundary conditions for the electron temperature profile are ∂Te
∂ρ
�
i=0

=

0 and Te|i=N = ω1. ω1 is the assumed electron temperature at the seperatrix. 

The boundary conditions for the poloidal magnetic flux profile are ∂ψ
∂ρ
�
i=0

= 0 
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and ∂ψ
∂ρ
�
i=N

= ω2 . ω2  is the gradient of poloidal magnetic flux at the 

seperatrix. c2 can be calculated from the constraint of plasma current IP. If the 

plasma discharge is in the flat-top phase, c2 is a constant.  

By applying the boundary conditions to the equation (15) and (16), at last, 

the state-space equation is given by 

 

�̇�𝐗(t) = 𝐀𝐀(t)𝐗𝐗(t) + 𝐁𝐁(t)𝐔𝐔(t), (17) 

 

where 

 

�̇�𝐗(t) = [�̇�𝐗𝟎𝟎 �̇�𝐗𝟏𝟏 �̇�𝐗𝟐𝟐 ⋯ �̇�𝐗𝐍𝐍−𝟐𝟐 �̇�𝐗𝐍𝐍−𝟏𝟏]T, 

𝐗𝐗(t) = [𝐗𝐗𝟎𝟎 𝐗𝐗𝟏𝟏 𝐗𝐗𝟐𝟐 ⋯ 𝐗𝐗𝐍𝐍−𝟐𝟐 𝐗𝐗𝐍𝐍−𝟏𝟏]T, 

𝐔𝐔(t) = [𝐔𝐔𝟎𝟎 𝐔𝐔𝟏𝟏 𝐔𝐔𝟐𝟐 ⋯ 𝐔𝐔𝐍𝐍−𝟐𝟐 𝐔𝐔𝐍𝐍−𝟏𝟏]T, 

 

𝐀𝐀(t) =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ 𝑏𝑏0

∗ (𝑎𝑎0∗ + 𝑐𝑐0∗) 0 ⋯ 0

𝑎𝑎1∗ 𝑏𝑏1∗ 𝑐𝑐1∗ 0 ⋯ 0

0 𝑎𝑎2∗ 𝑏𝑏2∗ 𝑐𝑐2∗

⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮

𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁−3∗ 𝑏𝑏𝑁𝑁−3∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁−3∗ 0

0 ⋯ 0 𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁−2∗ 𝑏𝑏𝑁𝑁−2∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁−2∗

0 ⋯ 0 𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁−1∗ 𝑏𝑏𝑁𝑁−1∗ ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

,  
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𝐁𝐁(t) =  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ 𝑑𝑑0∗ 0 0 0 ⋯ 0

0 𝑑𝑑1∗ 0 0 ⋯ 0

0 0 𝑑𝑑2∗ 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮

0 0 𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁−3∗ 0 0

0 ⋯ 0 0 𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁−2∗ 0

0 ⋯ 0 0 0 𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁−1
∗ ω
𝑼𝑼𝑁𝑁−1

+ 𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁−1∗
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 .  

 

 

In the driven state-space equation, 𝐗𝐗  is the state variable matrix 

representing the radial profile of Te or ψ, 𝐔𝐔 is the input matrix representing the 

radial profile of Qe or jni, A is the state matrix, and B is the input matrix. The 

state matrix A and the input matrix B are changed with time, because the 

characteristic coefficients like χe and σ∥ are chanced with time. The other 

variables like the geometrical parameters are set to be a constant at the state due 

to the assumption of static plasma equilibrium.  

Finally, the Plasma Profile Control Simulator (PPCS) is developed by 

solving the equation (17) in time. In this dissertation, it is utilized to obtain the 

optimized conditions of proportional gains in the each profile controller and the 

optimized conditions of weights in the integrated profile controller as explained 

in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.  

The development of significance of PPCS is summarized as follows. 

According to the development purpose, the dynamics of Te profile and q profile 
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can be estimated with respect to the system state. Additionally, it is noteworthy 

that various control analysis such as the control stability and the controller 

design can be made by determining the matrix 𝐀𝐀(t) and 𝐁𝐁(t) in Equation 

(17). It is sure to lead to an advantage in the procedure of designing the control 

system. 

 

 Control dynamics simulation with PPCS 
 

In this section, the procedure of profile control dynamic simulation is explained 

as the six steps. All these procedures are carried out in the Plasma Profile 

Control Simulator (PPCS). Note that the plasma profile controller developed in 

Chapter 3 is also the part of PPCS.  

 

1) Setting the parameters. 

Many initial profiles are prepared for the calculation of profile dynamics. 

All of the parameters described in Equation (1) and (2) should be 

prescribed. They are initially come from the CRONOS calculation in 

this work. Also the control targets of q and Te profile should be 

determined in this step. 

 

2) Calculating the control error, ∆𝐗𝐗. 

Compared the present profiles with the control targets, the control errors 

are calculated. ∆𝐗𝐗 represents ∆Te and ∆q at the control positions. 
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3) Calculating the control input, ∆𝐔𝐔. 

The control inputs are calculated for the operations of actuators by using 

the plasma profile controller developed here. ∆𝐔𝐔 is utilized to obtain 

new actuator action 𝐔𝐔.  For the feedback control, 𝐔𝐔(t)  can be 

expressed as 

𝐔𝐔(t + Δt) = 𝐔𝐔(t) + ∆𝐔𝐔(t), 

where ∆𝐔𝐔(t) is the incremental control input calculated by the plasma 

profile controller. ∆𝐔𝐔(t)  is defined as g𝐌𝐌∆𝐗𝐗 . Here g is the 

proportional control gain, 𝐌𝐌 is the pseudo inverse matrix of physics 

based non-adaptive system response matrix at the state, and ∆𝐗𝐗 is the 

error of control variable. 𝐔𝐔 represents PNB and PEC. 

 

4) Calculating the Te profile dynamics. 

The characteristic coefficient profile χe(r) is firstly updated as 

χe(r) = Cαχe0(r) � 𝐔𝐔
𝐔𝐔𝟎𝟎
�
𝟎𝟎.𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔

. 

The constant Cα is required to calibrate the inaccuracy due to some 

assumptions for the linearization. The state matrix A and the input 

matrix B in the driven state-space equation are updated with respect to 

newly calculated χe(r). The input profile 𝐔𝐔𝐓𝐓𝐞𝐞(r) is calculated as 

𝐔𝐔𝐓𝐓𝐞𝐞(r) = PNB0(r) � PNB
PNB0

�+ PEC0(r) � PEC
PEC0

�. 

PNB0(r)  and PEC0(r)  are the input profiles of NB heating power 

density and EC heating power density at the initial time, respectively. 

PNB0 and PEC0 are the input power of NB and EC, respectively at the 
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initial time. PNB and PEC are the updating input power calculated in 

step 3). Finally, the Te profile dynamics is calculated using Equation (17) 

with new control input 𝐔𝐔𝐓𝐓𝐞𝐞.  

 

5) Calculating the q profile dynamics. 

The characteristic coefficient profile σ∥(r) is firstly updated as 

σ∥(r) = Cβσ∥0(r) � 𝐓𝐓𝐞𝐞
𝐓𝐓𝐞𝐞𝟎𝟎
�
Cγ

. 

The constants Cβ and Cγ are required to calibrate the inaccuracy due 

to some assumptions for the linearization. The state matrix A and the 

input matrix B in the driven state-space equation are updated with 

respect to newly calculated σ∥(r).  The input profile 𝐔𝐔𝐪𝐪(r)  is 

calculated as 

𝐔𝐔𝐪𝐪(r) = JNB0(r) � PNB
PNB0

�+ JEC0(r) � PEC
PEC0

� + JBS0(r) � PNB+PEC
PNB0+PEC0

�. 

JNB0(r) and JEC0(r) are the input profiles of NB driven current density 

and EC driven current density at the initial time, respectively. PNB0 and 

PEC0 are the input power of NB and EC in W, respectively at the initial 

time. PNB and PEC are the updating input power calculated in step 3). 

JBS0(r) is the input profile of bootstrap current density at the initial time. 

Physically JBS(r) is proportional to ∇rTe(r) and ∇rTe(r) is globally 

proportional to ∆P(r). Therefore, the calculation of JBS(r) is obtained 

simply by ∆P(r). Finally, the q profile dynamics is calculated using 

Equation (17) with new control input 𝐔𝐔𝐪𝐪.  
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6) Going back to step 2) for the next control interval. 

If the control period remains, the new control input will be calculated 

with respect to the Te and q profiles obtained in step 4) and step 5). 

 

 Verification and reliability of PPCS 
 

Above all, PPCS has to be verified to secure the reliability of Plasma Profile 

Control Simulator (PPCS). In this work, PPCS is verified against CRONOS. 

Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 represent the result of verification. The solid line 

represents the PPCS result and the dashed line represents the CRONOS result.  

Figure 2.4 shows the verification of PPCS with CRONOS in the Te profile 

control simulation with the proportional gain gTe=1.5. The temporal results of 

Te profile control dynamics calculated by PPCS are pretty much closed to ones 

calculated by CRONOS, which the dynamics of Te profile at ρφ=0.0 and ρφ=0.2, 

the dynamics of total Te profile control error, and the temporal variation of PNB 

and PEC as the control inputs are compared. The total control error is calculated 

by the summation of control errors at all of control positions.  

Figure 2.5 presents the verification of PPCS with CRONOS in the q profile 

control simulation with the proportional gain gq=0.5. The temporal results of q 

profile control dynamics calculated by PPCS are also pretty much closed to 

ones calculated by CRONOS, which the dynamics of q profile at ρφ=0.1 and 

ρφ=0.3, the dynamics of total q profile control error, and the temporal variation 

of PNB and PEC as the control inputs are compared.  

Therefore, the developed PPCS is done the verification successfully against  
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Figure 2.4 The verification of PPCS with CRONOS for Te profile control with 
the proportional gain gTe=1.5. (a) The dynamics of Te at ρφ=0.0 and ρφ=0.2 as 
the control variables in keV, (b) the dynamics of total Te profile control error in 
keV, and (c) the temporal variation of PNB and PEC as the control inputs in MW. 
The solid line represents the PPCS result and the dashed line represents the 
CRONOS result.  
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Figure 2.5 The verification of PPCS with CRONOS for q profile control with 
the proportional gain gq=0.5. (a) The dynamics of q at ρφ=0.1 and ρφ=0.3 as the 
control variables, (b) the dynamics of total q profile control error, and (c) the 
temporal variation of PNB and PEC as the control inputs in MW. The solid line 
represents the PPCS result and the dashed line represents the CRONOS result. 
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CRONOS in the control simulation. It means that PPCS secures the reliability 

to utilize the control simulation of profile dynamics by the control input as well 

as the control design of Te and q profile control system.  
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Chapter 3.                                   

Development of New Safety Factor Profile 

Control Algorithm Integrated With Electron 

Temperature Control 

 

3.1 Application of the control algorithm to KSTAR 

 

 Preparation of background plasma 
 

The background plasma has to be prepared to simulate the plasma profile 

control and to prove the usefulness of developed plasma profile controller. The 

initial profiles can be obtained from the simulation of background plasma. They 

are essential to run the Plasma Profile Control Simulator (PPCS) as explained 

in Section 2.4.2 and to calculate the profile control response model as explained 

in Section 2.2. In order to prepare the background plasma, firstly the operation 

parameters like the plasma current, the toroidal magnetic field, the plasma 

shape, and the H&CD powers have to be determined. As mentioned in Chapter 

1, this dissertation has a purpose to control the q profile effectively for 

achieving the advanced operation mode in Tokamak. Therefore, the operation 

parameters should be selected to access the advanced operation mode. 

In this work, the METIS [38] code is utilized to produce the operation 
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window to determine the operation parameters for the advanced operation. The 

METIS code is a fast integrated tokamak simulator tool and it can simulate 

tokamak plasma evolution using information coming from scaling laws coupled 

with simplified source models. The operation window has the target to utilize 

the phase II of KSTAR experiment from in the year 2014 to in the year 2017. 

According to tentative H&CD upgrade plan of phase II operation in KSTAR 

[39], the condition can be expected to use the applied power of NBI PNB=6.0 

MW and the applied power of EC PEC=2.4 MW.  

In the METIS calculations, the triangularity is assumed to δ=0.7, the line 

averaged electron density is set to n�e=0.3nGW, and the location of pedestal top 

in normalized toroidal magnetic flux coordinate is assumed to ρφ,ped=0.95. Here, 

nGW is the Greenwald density [40]. 

As the plasma current IP and the toroidal magnetic field BT are changed, the 

safety factor at 95% of magnetic flux surface q95, the non-inductive fraction fNI, 

and βN are produced. Figure 3.1 (a) shows the distribution of them. Here, the 

operation window is determined for the advanced operation to the condition of 

q95=3.9-5.5, fNI=0.5-0.65, and βN=2.5~3.0. The range of q95 is determined for 

the ITER relevant experiment. In result, the specific operation window is 

deduced as the advanced operation of KSTAR as presented in Figure 3.1 (b). 

The advanced operation in KSTAR can be expected to achieve in the range of 

IP=~0.7 MA-1.0 MA and BT=~1.6 T-2.7 T. 

The background plasma describing the KSTAR discharge is simulated using 

the CRONOS suites [36] on the base of the advanced operation window 

produced by the METIS code. The H-mode discharge is simulated with the  
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Figure 3.1 The advanced operational window for KSTAR. (a) q95, fNI, and βN 
against the changes of IP and BT and (b) the advanced operation regime and 
normal inductive H-mode regime with the variation of plasma elongation. 
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conditions of IP=0.8 MA, BT=1.88 T, κ=1.7, δ=0.7, n�e=0.3nGW, and ρφ,ped=0.95. 

There is a reason to simulate the H-mode discharge, not the advanced mode 

discharge. The requirement for the advanced operation mode has to be 

established in the H-mode discharge, because the advanced mode can be 

usually accessed through the H-mode. Therefore, in this work, the profile 

control is applied to the H-mode state to examine whether the requirement for 

the advanced operation mode is satisfied or not.  

According to tentative H&CD upgrade plan of phase II operation in KSTAR, 

NBI up to PNB=6.0 MW and ECH/CD up to PEC=2.4 MW can be utilized for 

this simulation of H-mode state. However, PNB=3.0 MW and PEC=1.2 MW are 

injected to the plasma in order to produce the background plasma, which is the 

half value of the available maximum heating power to secure the margin to the 

actuator limit.  

The beam is assumed to be injected to the plasma with the combination of 

on-axis and off-axis and the ECCD injected with the toroidal and poloidal 

injection angle to (+10°,+25°), respectively corresponding to the off-axis 

deposition at ρφ=0.35. In the whole CRONOS simulation, the scaling based 

model is adopted for the anomalous heat transport, KIAUTO [41] with 

assumption of H98(y,2)=1.0 because normal H-mode discharged is simulated. 

Figure 3.2 shows the initial Te profile and q profile, which is calculated by 

the CRONOS code. As shown Figure 3.2 (a), the H-mode plasma is made. The 

center of Te profile is ~3.8 keV and the pedestal top of Te profile is ~0.6 keV. 

The change of ∇Te at ρφ~0.3 is come from the EC injection. Figure 3.2 (b) 

presents the initial q profile with the solid line. The initial q profile in the core  
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Figure 3.2 The background plasma profiles. Solid lines represent (a) the 
electron temperature profile in keV at initial time and (b) the safety factor 
profile at initial time, respectively. In (b), the dotted line represents the safety 
factor profile at -1.5 second from the initial time and the dashed line represents 
the safety factor profile at +5.0 second from the initial time. 
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region is almost flat to the value ~1.0. The q profile in the core is decreased 

intrinsically even though the H&CD power is constant. The dotted line  

represents the safety factor profile at -1.5 second from the initial time and the 

dashed line represents the safety factor profile at +5.0 second from the initial 

time. It is the reason why the q profile control is required.   

Figure 3.3 shows the initial characteristic coefficient profiles of electron 

heat conductivity and current conductivity. As shown in Figure 3.3 (a), the 

electron heat conductivity is rapidly decreased in the region ρφ>0.9. It makes 

the pedestal in the electron temperature profile. In the region ρφ<0.1, the 

electron heat conductivity is rapidly increased due to the neoclassical transport 

in the core. At the region ρφ~0.3, the electron heat conductivity is increased 

slightly due to the EC injection. The injection of additional heat to the plasma 

generally makes the increase of electron heat conductivity. Figure 3.3 (b) 

presents the current conductivity profile. As the current conductivity profile 

increases by additional injection of actuator power, the q profile is less 

dissipated intrinsically. That is, the higher the current conductivity profile, the 

better the q profile control is performed by the actuator.  

These initial profiles are utilized to simulate the dynamics of the plasma 

profile control. As explained in Section 2.4.2, note that the characteristic 

coefficient profiles as well as the Te and q profiles are changed with progressing 

the plasma profile control simulation.  
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Figure 3.3 The background characteristic coefficient profiles. Solid lines 
represent (a) the electron heat conductivity profile in m2s-1 at initial time and (b) 
the current conductivity profile in Ω-1m-1 at initial time, respectively.  
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 Setting up control targets and actuators 
 

Sustaining the q profile with above unity in the core is the necessary and 

sufficient condition to achieve the advanced operation mode. Unfortunately, in 

the Tokamak operation, it is hard to frozen the q profile above unity. Even if the 

actuator induces a constant power to the plasma, the q values in the core 

decrease intrinsically to below unity because of the current diffusion. Therefore, 

sustaining the flat q profile above unity in the core is a challenging task. The 

target positions for q profile control are ρφ=0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.7 to be set 

to 5 points. The targets are placed more at close to the position EC injected 

ρφ~0.32. In Figure 3.4, the control targets of q profile are presented by the blue 

cross circles. The control targets of the q profile are set to maintain the q profile 

with a flatten shape in the core to qmin~1.1. 

The control targets of Te profile are set to maintain 10% higher values 

against the reference. It is for achieving the relative high beta plasma and for 

investigating the controllable range of Te profile by the actuator. The target 

positions for Te profile control are ρφ=0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 to be set to 5 

points. They are the equally spaced control targets. In Figure 3.4, the control 

target of Te profile is presented by the red cross circles.  

In this work, the developed control model will be applied to KSTAR plasma. 

According to tentative H&CD upgrade plan of phase II operation in KSTAR 

[39], the condition can be expected to use maximally the applied power of NBI 

PNB=6.0 MW and the applied power of EC PEC=2.4 MW. These powers are the 

upper constraints to utilize the actuator. The saturation of H&CD power is  
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Figure 3.4 The control targets of Te profile control with red cross circles and 
those of q profile control with blue cross circles. The reference Te profile for 
the H-mode discharge with red line in keV and the reference q profile with blue 
line. The electron density profile is assumed to black line in 1019 m-3 and kept 
a constant in time. 
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occurred by the upper constraints. If the actuator is saturated, it leads eventually 

to lose the capability of profile control. Also, there is the lower constraint of 

H&CD power. It is required to sustain the constant system state. If the H&CD 

power is injected too low, the plasma state is changed, i.e, from H-mode to L-

mode. Although it does not lead to lose the control, it just takes more time to 

recover the control. Therefore, in this work, the ranges of actuator powers are 

assumed to be 3.0-6.0 MW of NB and 1.2-2.4 MW of EC. 

The drive current profiles and the absorbed power profiles in the co-

injection of actuators PNB=3.0 MW and PEC=1.2 MW are presented in Figure 

3.5. The driven currents in Figure 3.5 (a) are the control inputs of q profile 

control and the absorbed power to electron in Figure 3.5 (b) are the control 

inputs of Te profile control. In the driven current and the absorbed power to 

electron, the actuator NBI can control wider range of Te and q profile than the 

actuator EC. The actuator EC could control the local range of Te and q profile. 

Therefore, it is expected that the q and Te profiles can be controlled by the 

combination of two actuators characterized different each other. 
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Figure 3.5 The drive current profiles and the absorbed power profiles in the co-
injection of actuators PNB=3.0 MW and PEC=1.2 MW. (a) The driven current of 
NBI in red line and that of EC in magenta line in MA m-2 and (b) the absorbed 
power to electron of NBI in red dashed line and that of EC in magenta dashed 
line in MW m-3.  
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3.2 Optimization of proportional gain in plasma profile 
control model 

 

In this section, the effective plasma profile controller is produced by 

introducing the proportional gain which is to adjust the controller derived from 

the physics based non-adaptive control algorithm. The proportional gain is 

determined by obtaining the minimum of control optimization function to be 

the optimized one as explained in Section 2.3.3. The Plasma Profile Control 

Simulator (PPCS) developed in this work is utilized to examine the optimized 

proportional gain of each controller. The detailed development procedure of 

PPCS is treated in Section 2.4. 

 

 Effective safety factor profile control with optimized 
proportional gain 

 

On the basis of the controller developed by the physics based non-adaptive q 

profile control algorithm described in Section 2.2.1, the optimized proportional 

gain of q profile control gq,opt is examined to design the effective q profile 

controller by evaluating the control optimization function against the 

proportional gain of q profile control gq. 

Figure 3.6 represents the evaluation of control optimization function against 

the proportional gain of individual q profile control gq. The controllable regime 

of proportional gain in q profile control is ~0.2-1.0 as presented in Figure 3.6 

(b). It is constrained by ∑Eq<0.2 to secure the control performance. The  
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Figure 3.6 The variation of control optimization function against the 
proportional gain in the individual q profile control. (a) The control 
optimization function Jq, (b) the control performance function Jq,err, and (c) the 
control power function Jq,pw of q profile control. The red colored region 
represents the control optimized regime in (a), the blue colored region 
represents the controllable regime in (b), and the black colored region 
represents the minimum use of control power regime in (c). It is calculated with 
0.5 s of the control interval.  
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constraint for q profile control is relaxed more than that for Te profile control 

because the q profile control has the characteristics of oscillation intrinsically 

in the control while it approaches to the target. The control optimization 

function Jq against the control proportional gain gq is mainly determined by the 

control power function Jpw in the q profile control. Therefore, the optimized 

control gain presenting the minimum value of J in the individual q profile 

control is gq,opt~0.1-0.3 with 0.5 s of the control interval as shown in Figure 3.6 

(a).  

However, this optimized control gain can be changed with variation of the 

control interval time. Figure 3.7 represents the evaluation of control 

optimization function Jq against the combination of the control gain and the 

control interval time in the individual q profile control. As the control interval 

time increases, not only the control optimization function Jq presents similar 

level but also the significant range of proportional gain becomes increased and 

then keeps a constant. 
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Figure 3.7 The control optimization function of q profile control against the 
control interval as well as the proportional gain.  
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 Effective electron temperature profile control with 
optimized proportional gain 

 

On the basis of the controller developed by the physics based non-adaptive Te 

profile control algorithm described in Section 2.2.2, the optimized proportional 

gain of Te profile control gTe,opt is examined to design the effective Te profile 

controller by evaluating the control optimization function JTe against the 

proportional gain of Te profile control gTe. 

Figure 3.8 represents the evaluation of control optimization function JTe 

against the proportional gain gTe in the individual Te profile control. The 

controllable regime of proportional gain in Te profile control is ~0.3-1.6 as 

shown in Figure 3.8 (b). It is constrained by ∑ETe<0.1 to secure the control 

performance. The control optimization function JTe is mainly determined by the 

control performance function Jerr in the Te profile control. The optimized control 

gain presenting the minimum value of JTe for Te profile is gTe,opt~1.3-1.5 with 

0.5 s of the control interval as shown in Figure 3.8 (a).  

However, this optimized control gain can be changed with variation of the 

control interval time. Figure 3.9 represents the evaluation of control 

optimization function JTe against the combination of the control gain and the 

control interval time in the individual Te profile control. As the control interval 

time increases, not only the control optimization function JTe decreases but also 

the significant range of proportional gain becomes narrowed. Note that the 

minimum point of control optimization function JTe even though the control 

interval is changed, which it keeps 1.5 of the proportional gain gTe.  
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Figure 3.8 The variation of control optimization function against the 
proportional gain in the individual Te profile control. (a) The control 
optimization function JTe, (b) the control performance function JTe,err, and (c) 
the control power function JTe,pw of Te profile control. The red colored region 
represents the control optimized regime in (a), the blue colored region 
represents the controllable regime in (b), and the black colored region 
represents the minimum use of control power regime in (c). It is calculated with 
0.5 s of the control interval. 
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Figure 3.9 The control optimization function of Te profile control against the 
control interval as well as the proportional gain.  
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In summary, based on the results in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.7, it is figured 

out that the significant range of the control gain in the q profile control is 

narrower than that in the Te profile control. Therefore, the control gain of q 

profile control should be manipulated sensitively, compared to that of Te profile 

control. At last, one can determine the range of the proportional gain of Te and 

q profile control to secure the effective control. The best condition of Te profile 

control can be conducted at 1.5 of proportional gain gTe with 0.5 s of the control 

interval time. The best condition of q profile control can be conducted at 0.2 of 

proportional gain gq with 0.5 s of the control interval time. In Figure 3.9 and 

Figure 3.7, the marker ‘A’ represents the optimal gain and the optimal control 

interval for each controller.  

The control interval is determined to 0.5 s. There are several practical issues 

which should be considered in the control design to determine the control gain 

and the control interval time. For example, the slowing down time of fast ions 

born by NBI can limit the control interval time. Therefore, the control interval 

time is determined to be 0.5 s which is considered to be enough time to fully 

absorb the NBI heating power. Therefore, the optimal control gains are finally 

determined to the values of gTe,opt~1.5 and gq,opt~0.2 for the effective Te and the 

effective q profile control, respectively, under the controllers derive by the 

physics based non-adaptive control algorithms.  
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3.3 Optimization of weights for integrated plasma profile 
control model 

In this Section, the effective integrated profile controller will be designed to 

consider the q profile control as well as the Te profile control by solving the 

issue of actuator sharing. The integrated profile controller is designed on the 

basis of the optimized q profile controller and the optimized Te profile controller. 

Note that the integration between the q profile control and the Te profile control 

is necessary to investigate the role of Te profile control in the q profile control. 

The developed Plasma Profile Control Simulator (PPCS) in Section 2.4 is 

utilized to examine the optimized weights for the integration of profile 

controllers. 

 

 Effective actuator sharing in integrated plasma profile 
control with optimized weights 

 

As mentioned above, two profile controllers share the actuator so that the 

conflict of input signal to the actuator can occur between the controllers. In this 

dissertation, this issue is handled with adopting the weights forcing to adjust 

the input signal of each controller. The weights is examined by the control 

optimization function as explained in the integrated plasma profile control 

algorithm. The total control optimization function is defined as the sum of 

control optimization function of the q profile control and that of the Te profile 

control as follow: J=Jq+JTe.  

Figure 3.10 represents the total control optimization function of integrated 
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Te and q profile control against the weights. The X-axis of Figure 3.10 represent 

the weights of q profile control βq as well as the weight of Te profile control αTe. 

As the weight of Te profile control αTe is decreased significantly, the weight of 

q profile control βq is increased significantly. Because the weight of Te profile 

control αTe is related with the weight of q profile control βq as follow βq=1- αTe. 

As shown in Figure 3.10 (a), the optimized weights are obtained to ~0.0002 

and ~0.9998 for the Te profile control and for the q profile control, respectively, 

when with the optimized control gains of both Te and q profile controllers. That 

is, the weights is examined with the conditions of the optimized proportional 

gain of Te profile control gTe,opt=1.5, the optimized proportional gain of q profile 

control gq,opt=0.2, and the control interval 0.5 s.  

The control optimization function Jq in the q profile control is seriously 

influenced by the variation of its weight compared with the control optimization 

function JTe in the Te profile control as shown in Figure 3.10 (b). The larger the 

weight of the q profile control is, the better the control performance of the 

integrated plasma profile control is produced. It leads to the total control 

optimized function J in the integrated plasma profile control is mainly 

determined by the control optimized function Jq.  

 However there is a limit of weight to secure effective integrated control. 

Compared to the optimized weight of q profile control in the integrated profile 

control, βq<1.0 and αTe>0.0, if the weight of q profile control is set to βq=1.0 

and αTe=0.0, the total control optimized function J as well as the control 

performance function Jq is presented slightly rather worse. That is, there is 

possibility that the more effective control is established in the integrated profile  
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Figure 3.10 The total control optimization function of integrated Te and q 
profile control against the weights. (a) The total control optimization function, 
(b) each control performance function, solid and dashed line represent q and Te 
profile control, respectively, and (c) the control power function. 
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control, not in the individual q profile control. It will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 4.  

As mentioned before in this section, to solve the problem the actuator 

sharing effectively in the integrated profile control algorithm, the optimized 

weights are obtained as αTe~0.0002 and βq~0.9998 for the Te profile control and 

for the q profile control, respectively in terms of the control optimization 

function J, when the optimized proportional control gains of both Te and q 

profile control are applied.  

The meaning of these weights are discussed as follows. In the design of each 

profile controller, the operating unit of Te profile is ~1000 eV, while q profile 

has the normalized operating unit. That is, Te is varied on the scale of ~O3 by 

the variation of actuator power, while q is varied on the scale of ~O0 by the 

variation of actuator power. Hence, if the optimized weights are normalized by 

the center values of Te profile and q profile, respectively, the ratio of normalized 

optimized weights are exhibited approximately as α�Te:β�q=~1:~1. That is, it 

can be deduced that the weights to conduct the effective integrated control are 

just to make the balance between the error signals with removing the 

dependency of operating unit. Note that the optimized control gain of Te profile 

controller is higher than that of q profile controller. Therefore, the final control 

input produced through the weights as well as the proportional gains are 

influenced mainly by the control input produced by Te profile controller.  

In conclusion, the Te profile control should have order of priority relatively 

than the q profile control for the effective actuator sharing in the integrated 

plasma profile control of q and Te.  
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Chapter 4.                                   

Role of Electron Temperature Control in 

Control Performance and Control Stabilization 

 

4.1 Evaluation of safety factor control with optimized 
gain in integrated plasma profile control 

 

In Section 2.3.3, the integrated plasma profile control algorithm is explained to 

consider both q and Te profile controls. The algorithm are carried out in Chapter 

3. In Section 3.2, each profile controller is optimized individually by obtaining 

the optimal condition of proportional gain. The optimized proportional gain of 

Te profile control is gTe,opt=1.5 and the optimized proportional gain of q profile 

control is gq,opt=0.2. Both the control intervals of Te and q profile control 

assumes to be same to 0.5 s. By using these optimized gains, in Section 3.3, the 

integrated plasma profile controller is optimized by obtaining the optimal 

condition of weights. The optimized weights are obtained to αTe,opt=0.0002 and 

βq,opt=0.9998 for Te profile control and q profile control, respectively.  

At last, the integrated plasma profile control simulation can be carried out 

with the optimized gains and weights. Figure 4.1 exhibits the simulation result 

of the integrated plasma profile control for q and Te calculated by using the 

Plasma Profile Control Simulator (PPCS) code. The red colored line represents 

the result of Te profile control in the integrated control and the blue colored line  
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Figure 4.1 The integrated plasma profile control simulation of Te and q. (a) The 
dynamics of Te at ρφ=0.2 and of q at ρφ=0.1 as the control variables, (b) the 
dynamics of total Te and q profile control error, and (c) the temporal variation 
of PNB and PEC as the control inputs. The red colored line represents the Te 
profile control and the blue colored line represents the q profile control.  
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represents the result of q profile control in the integrated control. As shown in 

Figure 4.1 (b), the decreased and sustained error in the q profile seems to result 

from keeping preferentially similar level of the error between Te and the q 

profile control as soon as possible. Hence, a similar level of converged total 

error is presented in both control dynamics of q and Te profile at the end of the 

control period.  

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the normalized error analysis of q and Te 

profiles at each control position in the integrated plasma profile control with 

the optimized proportional gains and weights. The normalized errors of q keep 

similar level with the initial q profile and the normalized errors of q at some 

control position catch the control targets closely except that at control position 

ρφ=0.3. That is, the q profile is prevented well from decreasing to below 1.0 

with the q profile control, which is the purpose of q profile control in this work. 

The normalized errors of Te catch dramatically the control targets closely except 

that at control position ρφ=0.8. The each profile control exhibits ~3-4 % of 

averaged control error.  

Figure 4.4 presents the radial profiles of q and Te in the integrated plasma 

profile control with the optimized proportional gains and weights. From Figure 

4.4 (a), it is clear that the q profile control is kept the similar with the initial q 

profile. If the q profile control is not activated, the q profile will be moved to 

below 1.0 in the core as presented with the gray colored dashed line. It could 

not be led to access the advanced operation mode as well as to avoid the 

sawteeth. From Figure 4.4 (b), it is also clear that the Te profile catches the 

target very well. 
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Figure 4.2 The normalized error analysis of q profile at each control position 
in the integrated plasma profile control with the optimized proportional gains 
and weights.  
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Figure 4.3 The normalized error analysis of Te profile at each control position 
in the integrated plasma profile control with the optimized proportional gains 
and weights. 
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Figure 4.4 The radial profiles of q (a) and Te (b) in the integrated plasma profile 

control with the optimized proportional gains and weights. The initial profile is 

represented with the blue colored dashed line, the controlled profile with the 

blue colored solid line, and the control target with the red cross circle. The 

uncontrolled q profile is represented with the gray colored dashed line. 
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Hereby, it can be conclude that the integrated plasma profile controller of q 

and Te is successfully designed on the basis of integrated plasma profile control 

algorithm. 
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4.2 Improved safety factor profile control by electron 
temperature control 

 

From Chapter 3, the optimized experimentally relevant q profile control 

algorithm integrated with Te profile control is developed. Consequently, the 

optimized weights are obtained to control both q and Te, which they are 

αTe,opt=0.0002 and βq,opt=0.9998 for Te profile control and q profile control, 

respectively. Hereby, the integrated plasma profile control of q and Te is 

established. In Section 4.1, the q profile control integrated with the Te profile 

control is simulated and evaluated with the optimized proportional gains 

obtained in Section 3.2. In conclusion, it is figured out that the integrated 

plasma profile controller of q and Te is successfully designed.  

In this section, the dissertation confirms the new perspective way to control 

the q profile effectively by utilizing the successfully designed integrated plasma 

profile controller under the PPCS simulation. The improved q profile control is 

established with the Te profile control. In other word, compared to the 

individual q profile control, the q profile control integrated with the Te profile 

control is promising to increase the control performance and to intensify the 

control stabilization in the q profile control. It will lead to the necessity of Te 

profile control in the q profile control.  

Firstly, the control speed and the control error of q profile control are 

investigated in the optimized q profile control with or without the optimized Te 

profile control. The control speed and the control error represent the control 

performance. Secondly, the control stabilization are investigated in the un-
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optimized q profile control with or without the optimized Te profile control. 

Here, the control performance and the control stabilization are analyzed by the 

normalized error.  

 

 Effectiveness of controller 
 

In this section, the increase of control performance in the q profile control is 

exhibited in the q profile control integrated with the Te profile control. Here, 

the optimized q profile control with gq,opt=0.2 and the optimized Te profile 

control with gTe,opt=1.5 are utilized to investigate this issue.  

Figure 4.5 shows the total normalized error analysis of q and Te profiles. It 

presents two cases; one is the optimized individual q profile control and the 

other is the optimized q profile control integrated with the optimized Te profile 

control. As shown in Figure 4.5 (a), the total normalized error is converged to 

~0.19 at around 30 s in the optimized individual q profile control. However, 

when the optimized q profile control is operated with the optimized Te profile 

together, the total normalized error of q profile decreases to ~0.17 with the 

convergence at around ~15 s. Herby, the two merits of operating the optimized 

Te profile control in the optimized q profile control are confirmed; the first is 

the improvement of control speed and the second is the reduction of control 

error. The control speed in the q profile control integrated with the Te profile 

control is ~2 times faster than that in the individual q profile control. The 

control error in the q profile control integrated with the Te profile control is 

reduced ~10 % against that in the individual q profile control. 
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Figure 4.5 The total normalized error analysis of individual q profile control 
with the optimized gain (red colored solid line) and integrated control of q and 
Te profiles with optimized gains (blue colored solid line). (a) The total 
normalized error of q profile and (b) the total normalized error of Te profile. 
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Figure 4.6 The normalized error analysis of q profile at each control point in 

not an absolute value for individual q profile control with the optimized gain 

(red colored line) and integrated control of q and Te profiles with the optimized 

gains (blue colored line). 
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Figure 4.6 presents the detailed normalized error analysis of q profile at each 

control point for the optimized individual q profile control and the optimized q 

profile control integrated with the optimized Te profile control. In both cases, 

most of the control variables is nearly reached to the control targets with less 

than 5 % of the control error, except the control variable at ρφ=0.3 with almost 

10 % of the control error.   

However, the difference of normalized error is confirmed between two cases. 

The normalized errors in the optimized q profile control integrated with the 

optimized Te profile control are lower than those in the optimized individual q 

profile control at most of control variables, except also the control variable at 

ρφ=0.3. Also, the all of normalized errors in the optimized q profile control 

integrated with the optimized Te profile control are fast saturated, compared 

with those in the optimized individual q profile control. 

In conclusion, the control performance of the q profile control is improved, 

when it is integrated with the Te profile control, in terms of increasing the 

control speed and reducing the control error. 

As mentioned before, the control error at ρφ=0.3 is only presented to ~10 %. 

It is come from the operation condition of EC source and the characteristic of 

EC driven current density. As shown in Figure 3.5 (a), the peak current density 

driven by EC source is located at ρφ=0.35 and the driven current density of EC 

is injected with the narrow deposition. It makes the large difference of current 

density around the EC deposited location leading to the hump of q profile. That 

is, the control error at ρφ=0.3 is irreducible minimum in this control system. 
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 Stabilization of controller 
 

In this section, the intensification of control stabilization in the q profile control 

is exhibited in the q profile control integrated with the Te profile control. Here, 

the un-optimized q profile control with gq,opt=0.8 and the optimized Te profile 

control with gTe,opt=1.5 are utilized to investigate this issue. 

Figure 4.7 shows the total normalized error analysis of q and Te profiles. It 

presents two cases; one is the un-optimized individual q profile control and the 

other is the un-optimized q profile control integrated with the optimized Te 

profile control. As shown in Figure 4.7 (a), in the un-optimized individual q 

profile control, the total normalized error oscillates. That is, the un-optimized 

individual q profile control is in the marginal unstable. However, when the un-

optimized q profile control is operated with the Te profile control together, the 

total normalized error of q profile decreases as well as the oscillation of q 

profile is relaxed much. Herby, a merit of operating the Te profile control in the 

q profile control are confirmed; it is the relaxation of the unstable control 

system.   

Figure 4.8 presents the detailed normalized error analysis of q profile at 

each control point in the un-optimized individual q profile control and the un-

optimized q profile control integrated with the Te profile control. In the un-

optimized individual q profile control, the oscillation amplitudes of the errors 

are ~5 % at two control points ρφ=0.1 and ρφ=0.3, and they are ~3 % at rest of 

the control points. It means that the q profile in the core is more sensitive to the 

actuator input. The errors against the control targets are ~5 % at ρφ=0.1, ~10%  
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Figure 4.7 The total normalized error analysis of individual q profile control 
with the un-optimized gain (red colored solid line) and integrated control of q 
and Te profiles with the un-optimized gain for the q profile control and the 
optimized gain for the Te profile control (blue colored solid line). (a) The total 
normalized error of q profile and (b) the total normalized error of Te profile. 
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Figure 4.8 The normalized error analysis of q profile at each control point in 
not an absolute value for individual q profile control with the un-optimized gain 
(red colored line) and integrated control of q and Te profiles with the un-
optimized gain for the q profile control and the optimized gain for the Te profile 
control (blue colored line).  
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at ρφ=0.3, and they are <5 % at rest of the control points. It means that the q 

profile in the core is hard to reach to the control target. These two phenomena 

are the reason why the q profile control is difficult. On the other hand, in the 

un-optimized q profile control integrated with the Te profile control, it is figured 

out clearly that all of control points are stabilized. Furthermore, most of control 

variables in the q profile can be nearly reached to the control targets, except the 

control variable at ρφ=0.3, even though the q profile control is un-optimized. 

Unfortunately, the error against the control target at ρφ=0.3 is calculated to ~10 % 

even in the integrated plasma profile control q and Te. It is come from the 

operation condition of EC source and the characteristic of EC driven current 

density as explained in the previous section. 

The overlapped plot of q profile for 2 s before the end of control is presented 

in Figure 4.9. The red line represents the case of un-optimized individual q 

profile control and the blue line represents the case of un-optimized q profile 

control integrated with the Te profile control. The 5 control target points are 

marked as the black cross circles. The q profile is almost not changed in time 

in the integrated control of q and Te profiles, even though the q profile control 

is un-optimized. Compared to that, the q profile in the un-optimized individual 

q profile control is changed in time, especially in the core, leading possibly to 

occur sawteeth with this variation of q profile.  

As mentioned above, it is confirmed that the q profile can be controlled even 

with the un-optimized proportional gain if the q profile control is integrated 

with the Te profile control. As shown in Figure 4.7, although the q profile 

control system is in the marginal unstable with the un-optimized proportional 
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gain in the individual q profile control, it can be operated in the stable with the 

Te profile control together. It means that the control optimized regime of q 

profile control is somewhat changed with the integration between q and Te 

profile controllers. Note that the integration is inevitable procedure to share the 

actuator. Figure 4.10 is produced to represent the control optimization function 

of q profile control in the integrated plasma profile control of q and Te against 

the q and the Te proportional gains. The control optimized region of individual 

q profile control is presented to the blue dashed line for the individual q profile 

control, and the control optimized region of q profile control for the integrated 

plasma profile control of q and Te is presented to the white dashed line. The 

control optimization region of q profile control is extended tremendously with 

the Te profile control by using the optimized weights and 0.5 s of control 

interval. In detail, the stable controllable range of proportional gain is ~0.2-3.2 

in the q profile control integrated with the Te profile control, whereas it is ~0.2-

0.6 in the individual q profile control. In addition, if the proportional gain of Te 

profile control is more than 1.0, the available proportional gain of q profile 

control is enormously extended. 

In conclusion, the q profile control integrated with the Te profile control is 

better than the individual q profile control in terms of the intensification of 

control stabilization. Eventually it will lead to the stable q profile control 

experiment.  
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Figure 4.9 The q profile for 2.0 s before the end of control for individual control 
of q profile with the un-optimized gain (red colored line) and integrated control 
of q and Te profiles with the un-optimized gain for the q profile control and the 
optimized gain for the Te profile control (blue colored line). The control targets 
in radial are marked to the black cross circle.  
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Figure 4.10 The control optimization function of q profile in the q profile 
control integrated with the Te profile control. The control optimized region of 
q profile controller with the individual q profile control is presented to the blue 
dashed line. The control optimized region of q profile controller with the 
integrated control of q and Te profiles is presented to the white dashed line. 
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4.3 Mechanism of improvement by including electron 
temperature control 

 

In the previous section, the improved q profile control can be performed with 

the Te profile control together. Its mechanism is clearly addressed as follows:  

 

i) the dynamics of q profile is affected by the un-control inputs like 

the ohmic current density profile and the bootstrap current density 

profile as well as the control input like the actuator driven current 

density profile,  

ii) the un-control inputs are connected directly with the dynamics of Te 

profile, and  

iii) if Te profile is bounded to a state due to the control of Te profile as 

soon as possible, the effect of un-control inputs in the q profile 

control are minimized. 

iv) Additionally, the q profile control system is changed from the 

variable dynamic system (VDS) to invariable dynamic system (IDS) 

with the Te profile control. 

 

Figure 4.11 presents the schematic profile control flow of q and Te to 

understand easily the mechanism of improved q profile control with the Te 

profile control together.  

Fortunately, the dynamics of Te profile has the fast response by the actuator 

input while the dynamics of q profile is the slow response by the actuator input 
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as explained in Section 2.3.1. Therefore, if the Te profile control is operated 

with the q profile control, the Te profile is firstly reached a state representing 

similar level of converged errors with the q profile control within several times 

of control interval as shown in Figure 4.7.  

Hence, firstly, the bootstrap current as one of the un-control inputs is 

unchanged by keeping a constant Te profile. Secondly, the variable dynamic 

system (VDS) of q profile control is transformed to the invariable dynamic 

system (IDS). As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the characteristic coefficient in 

the q profile dynamics σ∥ is presented approximately the proportional trend to 

the electron temperature like σ∥ ∝ Te3/2. Therefore, the fast converging Te 

profile leads to a constant characteristic coefficient σ∥. That is, the invariable 

dynamic system is established in the q profile control with the Te profile control. 

Figure 4.12 presents the detailed analysis of the case described in Figure 4.7 

to figure out why the q profile control is improved with the Te profile control. 

Figure 4.12 (a) exhibits the dynamics of bootstrap current fraction fBS=IBS/IP, 

ohmic current fraction fOhm=IOhm/IP, NB driven current fraction fNB=INB/IP, and 

EC driven current fraction fEC=IEC/IP, where the plasma current IP is 0.8 MA. In 

the q profile control system, the NB driven current and the EC driven current 

are the control inputs and the Ohmic current and the bootstrap current are the 

un-controlled inputs. It can be clearly confirmed that the un-control inputs are 

stabilized in the integrated plasma profile control of q and Te. In the advanced 

operation mode, the stabilization of fBS would be more important, because the 

advanced operation mode pursues the target bootstrap fraction at least to 

fBS>0.5.  
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Figure 4.11 The schematic control flow of q and Te profiles. The q and Te plant 
is presented in blue boxes, the actuator in green box, the control inputs delivered 
from the actuator in red boxes, and the control inputs not delivered from the 
actuator in yellow boxes.  
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Figure 4.12 The dynamics of bootstrap current fraction, ohmic current fraction, 
NB driven current fraction, and EC driven current fraction as the control input 
and the un-controlled input in the q profile control (a). The dynamics of current 
conductivity at the center as the characteristic coefficient in the q profile control 
(b). The individual q profile control is presented in red colored line and the 
integrated control of q and Te profiles is presented in blue colored line. 
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Figure 4.12 (b) exhibits the dynamics of current conductivity σ∥  at the 

center as the characteristic coefficient in the q profile control. It can be also 

clearly confirmed that the characteristic coefficient σ∥ for the q profile 

dynamics is stabilized in the integrated plasma profile control of q and Te. It 

means that the q profile control system is changed from the variable dynamics 

system (VDS) to the invariable dynamic system (IDS). It leads to the increase 

of control performance.  

In conclusion, compared with the individual q profile control, the integrated 

plasma profile control of q and Te is clearly promising to increase the control 

performance of q profile control and to intensify the control stabilization of the 

q profile control. It is the new perspective necessity of Te profile control to 

improve the q profile control. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

 

The establishment of advanced operation modes requires essentially the q 

profile control. The dissertation proposes a new way to improve the q profile 

control by integrating the q profile control with the Te profile control. To 

develop this integrated control algorithm, firstly, the property of the q and the 

Te profile control system is investigated. Secondly, experimentally relevant 

plasma response models are developed for each profile control. Thirdly, the two 

profile controllers are integrated through the integrated plasma profile control 

algorithm. Lastly, the plasma profile control simulator (PPCS) is developed for 

fast simulations to optimize the control algorithm. 

The property of q and Te profile control system is figured out the variable 

delayed dynamics system and the variable exhausted dynamics system, 

respectively. The characteristic coefficient profiles of q and Te dynamics are 

varied against the control input; the Te profile dynamics is determined by the 

anomalous transport, and the q profile dynamics is determined by the longer 

diffusion time scale than the control interval. Furthermore, for the q profile 

control system is closely linked with the Te profile control system, the 

characteristic coefficient profile of q profile dynamics is varied against the Te 

profile dynamics. For these reasons, the q profile control needs to be integrated 

with the Te profile control with a optimization procedure to secure the control 

performance of the integrated plasma profile control algorithm of q and Te. 

The physics based non-adaptive plasma profile control algorithms for q and 
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Te are derived individually with the dual assumptions of linearity and time-

invariance to develop the experimentally relevant plasma profile controller. 

Then, each profile control algorithm is adjusted by optimizing the proportional 

gain to improve the control. Finally, these two profile control algorithms are 

integrated by introducing weights to consider the actuator sharing. 

The optimized gains and weights are obtained by the control optimization 

function J. The control optimized function J is defined with two terms; one is 

to integrate the amount of the control error during a control period and the other 

is to integrate the amount of the actuator action during a control period. In order 

to optimize the gains and the weights to design and evaluate the control 

algorithm proposed here, Plasma Profile Control Simulator (PPCS) has been 

newly developed based on the state-space equation.  

The control algorithm is applied to an advanced inductive plasma in KSTAR. 

Control simulations are performed by PPCS to optimize the gains and the 

weights for this plasma condition. The optimized proportional gains of gq,opt = 

0.2 and gTe,opt = 1.5 are determined for the q profile control and the Te profile 

control, respectively. It means that the control input needs to be adjusted to 20 % 

and 150% of that produced through the physics based non-adaptive q and Te 

profile control algorithm, respectively. On the basis of optimized gains, the 

actuator sharing in the plasma profile control system can be solved. The weights 

are also determined to be αTe ~ 0.0002 and βq ~ 0.9998 for the integrated 

controller. The q profile control simulation by PPCS with these optimized gains 

and weights exhibits that the integrated plasma profile controller is 

experimentally relevant and robust in terms of the control performance. 
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The Te profile control is discovered to yield improvement of the q profile 

control, which is the most outstanding result in this dissertation. The 

improvement is confirmed by increase of the control performance and by 

intensification of the control stabilization in the q profile control. Firstly, the 

control speed of the optimized q profile control integrated with the optimized 

Te profile control is ~2.0 times faster than that of the individual optimized q 

profile control. Also, the total normalized error of the optimized q profile 

control integrated with the optimized Te profile control is reduced ~10% 

compared to that of individual optimized q profile control. That is, the control 

performance in the q profile is significantly increased with the Te profile control. 

Secondly, the stable controllable range of the proportional gain is broadened to 

~0.2-3.2 in the q profile control by integrated with the optimized Te profile 

control, whereas it is ~0.2-0.6 in the individual q profile control. That is, the 

stable controllable region in the q profile control is enormously extended by 

integrated with the Te profile control. All the cases use the control interval time 

of 0.5 s for the comparison. 

The mechanism of improvement in the q profile control is addressed as 

follows; i) the dynamics of q profile is affected by the un-control inputs such as 

the ohmic current density profile and the bootstrap current density profile as 

well as the control input such as the actuator driven current density profile, ii) 

the un-control inputs are connected directly with the dynamics of the Te profile, 

iii) if the Te profile is bounded to a state by the Te profile control as soon as 

possible, the effect of un-control inputs in the q profile control can be 

minimized, and iv) the q profile control system is changed from the variable 
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dynamic system (VDS) to invariable dynamic system (IDS) with the Te profile 

control. 

In conclusion, this Ph.D. dissertation work suggests a new control method 

for the q profile control based on the discovery of the roles of Te profile control 

in the q profile control. Integration with the Te profile control is a promising 

way in improving the q profile control compared with the individual q profile 

control. This integrated control is envisaged to contribute to sort out the actuator 

sharing issues in tokamak. In addition, the newly developed PPCS based on the 

state-space equation will be directly applicable to design another new advanced 

control approach and to analyze the stability of a control system in terms of q 

and Te profile. Finally, the optimized conditions of proportional gains and 

weights suggested in this dissertation can be utilized in the upcoming plasma 

profile control experiment in a tokamak. 
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Appendix 

 

A. Real-time Physics Based Electron Temperature 
Profile Control Experiment in KSTAR 

 

As explained in previous Section 2.2.2, the latest plasma profile control 

approach [35] is employed to develop the modified Te and q profile controller 

which is characterized the physics based non-adaptive response model. This 

algorithm uses the real-time update of static linearized plasma profile response 

models developed by simplifying the related physics with the dual assumption 

of linearity and time-invariance.  

In this work, the part of this control algorithm, only the Te profile control 

due to the machine limitations, has been validated in the KSTAR experiment 

from 2013. From the KSTAR experiments, the usefulness of this controller is 

evaluated to utilize it to the rest of work in the thesis.  

The purpose of experiments is to establish and install the real time control 

of multiple plasma profiles (Te and q profiles) using multiple actuators (NBI 

and EC) and to validate the applied controller in the KSTAR experiment. The 

effort applying the Te profile control algorithm to the experiment is the first 

attempt.  

The new active plasma profile has to be ‘robust’ against the evolution of the 

plasma state, ‘fast and simple’ control algorithm for real time application, 

handling ‘non-linearly’ coupled plasma profile evolutions and handling 
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‘saturation and quantization’ of actuator powers without requiring expensive 

experiments and simulations. Following these senses, the new approach to the 

real time plasma profile control which is going to be established and validated 

in the KSTAR experiment has a remarkable features as described to the real 

time update of static linearized plasma profile response models developed by 

simplifying the related physics with the dual assumption of linearity and time 

invariance. It is characterized simply to the physics based non-adaptive control 

algorithm. 

 

A.1. Implementation of hardware and software algorithm for real-
time control 

 

Now, how to conduct the Te profile control algorithm to the experiment is 

discussed in practical way. The real time Te profile is usually provided by the 

real time Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) diagnostics or the real time 

Thomson Scattering (TS) diagnostics with the real time Equilibrium FITting 

(EFIT) code. The real time EFIT code is essential to obtain the plasma profile. 

The EFIT code can provide the normalized poloidal magnetic flux coordinate 

to recognize the flux geometry in tokamak. Normally not only the bulk of 

plasma moves in radial and in vertical slightly but also the internal flux 

geometry of plasma moves outward in radial due to the shafranov shift. 

Unfortunately the measurement has to be fixed in the real coordinate. In this 

situation, the normalized flux coordinate is helpful to correct the discrepancy 

between the position of flux geometry and the measured position by diagnostics. 
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Actually the real-time data acquisition system has not been developed yet 

officially for the real-time profile control in the KSTAR experiment. Therefore, 

we have temporarily developed the HardWare (HW) and SoftWare (SW) 

system for the real time Te profile control experiment. The schematic figure of 

HW/SW system for real time Te profile control established in this work is 

presented in Figure A.1. 

The real time EFIT data representing the information of poloidal magnetic 

flux in radial at midplane is delivered by Reflect Memory (RFM) from the 

Plasma Control System (PCS) to the PRofile Control System (PRCS) sever at 

every ~7 ms.  

The ECE measurement can provide the Te profile at every ~50 ms. The 

frequency obtaining the Te profile is limited by the size of RAM in the ECE 

digitizer. If the sampling frequency is 100 kHz with 96 channels of digitizer, 

the total size of data is 19.2 MB/s. That is, it takes ~50 ms to fill 1.0 MB of the 

RAM in digitizer. Once the RAM of digitizer is full, the data is delivered to the 

Streaming Data Archive, which is eventually uploading to MDSplus server. 

Right after delivering to the Streaming Data Archive, the data presenting the Te 

profile is extracted. Therefore, we can obtain the Te profile at every ~50 ms. 

The extracted data is delivered to PRCS server by EPICS Channel Access 

(EPICS CA) which is a kind of Ethernet.  

Our new Te profile controller is implemented in the PRCS server. Based on 

the input signals like the data by the ECE measurement and the data by the 

EFIT code, the installed profile controller calculates the control demand for the 

actuator action. Here, we consider two actuators, EC and NBI. The control  
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Figure A.1 Schematic diagram of real time Te profile control system in KSTAR 
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Figure A.2 Time sequence of real time Te profile control algorithm in the 
KSTAR experiment 
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demand of EC is delivered to the EC sever by EPICS CA. One the other hand, 

the control demand of NBI is firstly delivered to PCS by RFM, then it moves 

to the NBI server due to the safety issue.  

Our profile controller has been modified to simplify the original one. The 

real time profile control approach developed by S.H. Kim is a kind of ‘adaptive’ 

profile controller. Here, the term ‘adaptive’ represents the system response 

matrix is updated newly at every control interval because it is changed in time 

and in space. The adaptive profile controller requires many equilibrium 

quantities to prepare the system response matrix. They are the flux averaged 

geometric variables, the current density profiles, the density profiles, and the 

characteristic heat and current conductivity coefficient profiles. However, it is 

hard to obtain them in real time in the discharge. Therefore, the adaptive profile 

controller is downgraded to the ‘static’ profile controller in this work. We 

assume the system response matrix with the initial conditions for Te profile 

control. That is, once the system response matrix is prepared, it is applied to 

control the Te profile in the rest of control interval. It can be evaluated that the 

realistic profile control approach has been validated by the simplification of the 

original control approach. 

The time sequence of real time Te profile control in the KSTAR experiment 

is described in Figure A.2. The control interval is set to 500 ms. In the control 

interval, firstly the input data from real time ECE and real time EFIT is prepared 

and the radial coordinate of ECE data is converted from the real geometry to 

the magnetic flux for 350 ms. In this period, the several set of ECE data are 

accumulated due to ~50 ms of the acquisition time so that the time averaged 
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data for 350 ms is eventually used to calculate the new control demand. After 

the new control demand is calculated, it is held for 150 ms as a buffer for the 

safety issue. Finally the new control demand is applied to the actuators for the 

next 500 ms control interval. 
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A.2. Real-time electron temperature profile control experiment 
 

Based on the control system and the control time sequence, the real time Te 

profile control experiment is carried out in KSTAR. Here, two discharges are 

presented. Discharge #9318 represents the real time Te profile control by EC 

with the disturbance of NBI. Figure A.3 shows the description of discharge 

#9318. Discharge #11033 represents the real time Te profile control by NBI 

with the disturbance of EC. Figure A.4 shows the description of discharge 

#11033. That is, these two discharge is conducted with the control algorithm 

which is so-called multi input and single output (MISO). The total control 

period in the discharge #9318 is for 2.0 s from 8.0 s to 10.0 s, which is the 4 

times of control interval. The total control period in the discharge #11033 is for 

6.0 s from 3.0 s to 9.0 s, which is the 12 times of control interval. Because of 

the hardware limit of EC source, the control period is restricted to 2.0 s in the 

discharge #9318. These two discharges are stable in terms of the plasma shape, 

the plasma position, and the plasma density as shown in Figure A.3 (a), (b), (f), 

and (g) and Figure A.4 (a), (b), (f), and (g), respectively.  

In other word, it is reasonable that the static system matrix is applied to the 

Te profile control. Even if it is not so, the control interval just increases 

somewhat to reach the target, it still can control the Te profile because it is the 

feedback control.  

Discharge #9318 is in the state of H-mode with 500 kA of plasma current as 

shown in Figure A.3 (a). The power of NBI is changed at 9.0 s from 3.0 MW 

to 1.7 MW at 9.0 s in the control period in Figure A.4 (d). It is pre-programmed  
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Figure A.3 The description of discharge #9318. It is the H-mode discharge real 
time Te profile control by EC with the disturbance of NBI. Plasma current in 
MA and Dα signal in a.u. (a), line averaged electron density in 1019 m-3 (b), 
applied EC power in MW as actuator action (c), programmed NBI power in 
MW (d), electron temperature in keV at 1.63 m (e), major radius in m and minor 
radius in m against geometric axis (f), and elongation (g). The real time Te 
profile control is conducted from 8.0 s to 10.0 s for 2.0 s and 4 times control 
interval. 
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Figure A.4 The description of discharge #11033. It is the H-mode discharge 
real time Te profile control by NBI with the disturbance of EC. Plasma current 
in MA and Dα signal in a.u. (a), line averaged electron density in 1019 m-3 (b), 
programmed EC power in MW (c), applied NBI power in MW as actuator 
action (d), electron temperature in keV at 1.79 m (e), major radius in m and 
minor radius in m against geometric axis (f), and elongation (g). The real time 
Te profile control is conducted from 3.0 s to 9.0 s for 6.0 s and 12 times control 
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as the disturbance of our control system as shown in Figure A.3 (d). Note that 

our actuator EC has a limitation of applied power to 0.3 MW. Discharge #11033 

is also in the state of H-mode with 600 kA of plasma current as shown in Figure 

A.4 (a). The power of EC is applied to ~0.3 MW from 6.0 s to 7.0 s for 1.0 s in 

the middle of control period as shown in Figure A.4 (d). It is also pre-

programmed as the disturbance of our control system. Note that our actuator 

NBI has a limitation of applied power to 2.8 MW. 

Figure A.5 and Figure A.6 represent the error analysis of discharge #9318 

and discharge #11033 to examine the control performance of our real time Te 

profile control experiments. The control error of each controlled position is 

shown in Figure A.5 (a) and Figure A.6 (a) and the total sum of control error is 

shown in Figure A.5 (b) and Figure A.6 (b). In the figures, the black colored 

dashed line represents the absolute value.  

From Figure A.5 (b), before the applied power of NBI is changed, the total 

sum of control error decreases against the control demand calculated by our 

static Te profile controller. Right after the applied power of NBI decreases, the 

total sum of control error increases largely. Nevertheless, the total sum of 

control error is going to decrease. Therefore, Te profile can be controllable 

using the actuator of EC power even in the presence of transient injection of 

NBI power with the static real time Te profile control algorithm. However, 

Te profile cannot reach to the target due to the limitation of EC power and the 

limitation of control period. 

From Figure A.6 (b), before the applied power of EC is injected, the total 

sum of control error decreases dramatically. However, the total sum of control 
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error increases largely with injection of EC power. It continues during the 4 

times of control interval which is for 2.0 s, because the power of EC is suddenly 

injected and abruptly removed in the plasma. It takes a time to adapt no EC 

source situation in the control algorithm. Nevertheless, the total sum of control 

error is eventually going to decrease. Therefore, Te profile can be also 

controllable using the actuator of NBI power even in the presence of sudden 

injection and abrupt removal of EC power.  

In conclusion, the new profile control model is validated successfully with 

establishing the system of profile control in KSTAR. Also the usefulness of this 

controller is proved by the experiments so that it is adopted to the rest of work 

in the thesis. 

With the system of profile control, we can expect to explore the advanced 

operation regime properly that is the main goal of KSTAR project and 

ultimately operate a KSTAR closer to its limits. If we want to see beyond ITER, 

the plasma profile control is one of the main issues awaiting solution to get 

much better performance from the plasma. Based on KSTAR experiments, we 

can expect to lead the issues of profile control in the community. Furthermore, 

the experiments will address joint experimental issues for plasma profile 

control of ITER. 
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Figure A.5 The error analysis of discharge #9318. Control error at each 
controlled position in keV (a) and total sum of control error in keV (b). The 
absolute value is represented in black colored dashed line. 
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Figure A.6 The error analysis of discharge #11033. Control error at each 
controlled position in keV (a) and total sum of control error in keV (b). The 
absolute value is represented in black colored dashed line. 
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초    록 

 
DEMO 토카막 주운전 모드로 기대하는 고성능 운전 모드는 정상 

상태에서 높은 플라즈마 압력과 높은 자기유도 전류 비율, 그리고 

입자와 에너지의 높은 가둠 성능을 그 특성으로 갖는다. 고성능 

운전 모드를 달성하고 유지하기 위해서는 플라즈마 반경 분포 제어, 

특히 안전 인자 반경 분포 제어가 필수적이다. 고성능 유도 운전 

모드는 플라즈마 중심부의 평평한 안전 인자 반경 분포와 함께, 

고성능 토카막 운전 모드는 역시 플라즈마 중심부의 역전된 안전 

인자 반경 분포 안에서 진입할 수 있다. 이러한 이유로, 대부분의 

선행 연구는 고성능 운전 모드 진입과 유지를 위해 안전 인자 반경 

분포 제어 개발과 제어 성능 향상에 중점을 두어 왔다. 본 논문은 

전자 온도 반경 분포 제어와 안전 인자 반경 분포를 통합 제어 

함으로써 향상된 안전 인자 반경 분포 제어로의 새로운 방법론을 

제안 한다. 이를 통해 전자 온도 반경 분포 제어의 역할을 최초로 

규명 한다. 전자 온도 반경 분포 제어는 안전 인자 반경 분포 제어 

성능 및 제어 안정성 향상에 기여 한다. 안전 인자 반경 분포와 

전자 온도 반경 분포의 통합 제어 알고리즘 개발을 위해 첫째로 

안전 인자와 전자 온도 제어 시스템의 특성을 파악 하였다. 안전 

인자 제어 시스템은 가변 지연 동적 시스템으로, 전자 온도 제어 

시스템은 가변 손실 동적 시스템으로 규명 한다. 둘째, 실험 적용 

가능한 플라즈마 반응 모델을 개발 하였다. 이것은 각각의 개별 

반경 분포 제어기를 마련하기 위함이며, 선형 시불변 물리 기반 
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비적응 플라즈마 반경 분포 제어 알고리즘을 통해 유도 한다. 셋째, 

개발한 두 제어기를 통합 하였다. 먼저 각 개발한 제어기의 성능 

향상을 위해 비례 제어 이득으로 최적화 한다. 이후 통합 제어기의 

작동기 분할을 고려하기 위해 최적화 가중치를 도입하여 두 

제어기를 통합 한다. 최적 이득과 최적 가중치는 제어 최적화 

함수로부터 구하였다. 제어 최적화 함수는 두 개의 항으로 구성 

한다. 하나는 제어 에러의 변화를 제어 시간 동안 시간에 따라 

적분한 양으로, 다른 하나는 작동기의 동작 변화를 제어 시간 동안 

시간에 따라 적분한 양으로 정의 한다. 마지막으로, 최적 이득과 

최적 가중치를 구하기 위해, 상태 공간 방정식에 기반한 플라즈마 

반경 분포 제어 시뮬레이터(PPCS)를 새롭게 개발 하였다. 본 

논문에서 개발한 통합 반경 분포 제어기를 평가하고 모사하기 위해, 

KSTAR 고성능 운전 달성 조건 하에서 제어 배경 플라즈마 및 

제어 목표, 작동기를 준비 하였다. 이와 같은 KSTAR 플라즈마 

제어 조건을 만족하기 위해 개별 제어 비례 이득과 통합 제어 

가중치를 최적화 하였다. 그리고 PPCS 제어 전산 모사 통해, 

개발한 플라즈마 반경 분포 통합 제어기는 실험적으로 적용 가능할 

뿐만 아니라 제어 성능 측면에서 강인함을 확인 하였다. 전산 모사 

결과로부터 도출한 본 논문의 가장 유의미한 결론은 다음과 같다. 

전자 온도 반경 분포 제어는 안전 인자 반경 분포 제어를 향상 

시키기 위해 필수적이다. 본 논문에서는 전자 온도 반경 분포 

제어의 두 역할을 규명 한다. 하나는 안전 인자 반경 분포 제어의 

제어 성능을 향상 시키는 역할, 다른 하나는 안전 인자 반경 분포 

제어의 제어 안정성을 강화 시키는 역할이다. 이러한 제어 향상은 
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다음의 물리적 기제를 통해 이해할 수 있다. 첫째, 전자 온도 반경 

분포 제어를 고려함으로써 안전 인자 반경 분포 제어에서 유도 

전류나 자발 전류와 같은 비제어 입력의 기여를 최소화 한다. 둘째, 

전자 온도 반경 분포 제어는 안전 입자 반경 분포 제어 시스템의 

특성을 가변 동적 시스템에서 불변 동적 시스템으로 변화 시킨다. 

결론적으로, 본 논문에서 전자 온도 제어와 통합화한 안전 인자 

제어는 제어 성능을 증가 시키고 제어 안정성을 강화 시키는 

측면에서 안전 인자 단독 제어 보다 훨씬 발전되어 있음을 분명히 

확인 하였다. 이는 토카막의 안정적이고 효율적인 안전 인자 반경 

분포 제어 시스템 구현에 기여할 것으로 기대 한다.  

 

 

주요어: 토카막, 고성능 운전, 향상된 안전 인자 반경 분포 제어, 
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